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AS THE SAYING GOES, “when the going gets tough, the tough get going.” Indeed, for oil 
and gas companies, the going is as tough today as it has ever been, with weak prices that few 
expect to rebound anytime soon. This issue of spirit Magazine highlights some of the ways the 
people of Conoco Phillips are hanging tough and moving the company forward to position it for 
continued success.

To truly understand the kind of character 
that underlies Conoco Phillips’ success, one 
need look no further than our cover story, A 
tour de force (Page 10). Throughout a stellar 
three-decade long working career, Steve 
Moskowitz, the 2015 SPIRIT Award winner 
for Individual Lifetime Achievement, has 
remained deeply involved in promoting 
the wellbeing of his community. Steve 
lives by the value system we hold dear at 
ConocoPhillips, and his story transcends 
economic cycles, offering a message of 
hope through sheer force of goodwill. 

An excellent example of how Conoco-
Phillips teams are working together to 
reduce costs is this issue’s feature story 
on instrumented wells, beginning on 
Page 20. It offers a textbook example 
of how company experts are using collaboration and technology to help reduce the cost of 
developing a barrel of oil. The article describes how a diverse group of engineers, geologists and 
geophysicists are gathering downhole data using fiber-optic technology. The results are a better 
understanding of the physics involved with draining unconventional reservoirs and a more 
precise strategy for planning new wells.

Conoco Phillips has been proactive as the oil and gas industry navigates a difficult business 
environment. Our COST Project, outlined on Page 54, will result in a set of different operating 
philosophies that will serve us better in a lower, more volatile commodity price environment. 
Much of that approach depends on the knowledge, proficiency and capability of our people 
in the field. The Polar Tankers Quality Assurance Officer (QAO) program (Page 40), created in 
2006, delivers on those philosophies. This program emphasizes business unit self assurance and 
business unit implementation of operations excellence active systems. Aboard the Polar Tankers, 
the QAO program extends responsibility for health, safety and operational compliance beyond 
the captain and his officers to rank and file crew members.

We know there are many changes ahead for Conoco Phillips, but one thing will remain constant: 
our commitment to the SPIRIT Values. Upholding those values — Safety, People, Integrity, 
Responsibility, Innovation and Teamwork — is exactly how this tough team keeps going.

Thanks for reading spirit Magazine, and remember that your comments and suggestions are 
always welcome. ■

From the desk of
Ryan Lance, Chairman & CEO
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In the company’s DNA

At 39,000 acres, Oklahoma’s Tallgrass Prairie Preserve is the largest 
protected remnant of tallgrass prairie left on earth. Originally covering 
a vast area from Minnesota to the Texas Gulf Coast, more than 
90 percent of this vital natural resource has fallen victim to urban 
sprawl and expanding agriculture. Since 1989, the Nature Conservancy 
has successfully restored this area of tallgrass prairie ecosystem using a 
herd of free-roaming bison and carefully managed burning. 

Dale Summerlin, manager, HSE Governance & Performance, has a 
love of the environment that was nurtured during his time in Alaska. 
Summerlin joined the board of directors of the Nature Conservancy 
when he moved to Oklahoma, stepping into his predecessor’s recently 
vacated seat. “It seemed like the perfectly natural thing to do, and it’s 
been a very rewarding experience. The company has a longstanding 
commitment to The Nature Conservancy and its conservation efforts.” 

The preserve is located north of Pawhuska, between Bartlesville  
and Ponca City. PHOTOGRAPHY BY PATRICK CURREY

http://www.nature.org
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THE BIG PICTURE

FAR LEFT: A mature bison bull 
can weigh as much as a ton 
and can run up to 35 mph.

ABOVE: Since 1994, the 
preserve’s bison herd has 
grown from about 300 to 
about 2,700 animals. Roughly 
2,100 head are over-wintered 
after the annual fall roundup, 
the optimal herd size for the 
23,304-acre pasture. Like 
cattle, bison are ruminants, 
with about 99 percent of their 
diet consisting of grasses and 
sedges.

LEFT: Meadowlark
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LEFT: A newborn bison calf normally weighs 40 to 50 pounds and is up and walking or running within a couple hours 
of being born. Cows generally have one calf per year, from mid-April through June. The calves are normally weaned at 
around six months. Females generally weigh around 350 lbs. at this time and males weigh around 425 lbs.

TOP: Male widow skimmer dragonfly (Libellula luctuosa)



A tour de force
Steve Moskowitz honored with 2015 
Individual Lifetime Achievement award
BY RAY SCIPPA

2015 SPIRIT AWARDS



A tour de force
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THE COVER STORY

BACK IN 1986, STEVE MOSKOWITZ TOOK A CALL FROM A FELLOW RICE 

UNIVERSITY GRADUATE ABOUT A PROJECT WITH LOCAL OIL AND GAS 

COMPANY CONOCO. THAT CONVERSATION RESULTED IN A THREE-DECADE 

CAREER AND IMMEASURABLE IMPACT ON THOUSANDS OF LIVES. 
“My boss told me it was a short-time project,” 

Steve said, “but after I hit the ground running the 
first day, they were impressed and decided to keep 
me on the payroll.” 

Since the Conoco and Phillips merger in 2002, 
Steve has managed security, operations and 
maintenance for Conoco Phillips’ main Houston 
campus. While he’s unquestionably excelled in that 
role, Steve won the 2015 SPIRIT Award for being 
an “exceptional employee who through volunteer 
efforts has made outstanding grassroots contribu-
tions and demonstrated unparalleled commitment 
to the advancement of  a community.” 

Indeed, Steve has inspired countless people 

inside and outside the company, and his contribu-
tions to the Houston community set a benchmark 
for excellence. In 2003, the Texas chapter of  the 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society awarded Steve 
with its own Lifetime Achievement Award for his 
longtime fundraising, promoting safety and leader-
ship of  the annual Houston to Austin BP MS 150 
bicycle ride. In 2014, Steve’s synagogue recognized 
his volunteer work by naming him Outstand-
ing Congregant of  the Year. In January 2015, the 
Houston chapter of  the International Facility 
Management Association created a new Lifetime 
Achievement Award to recognize his contribu-
tions; and in April 2015, the Houston Energy 

Corridor District published an article titled “Few 
Pay It Forward like Steve Moskowitz, a Man Who 
Doesn’t Believe in Spare Time.” 

In that article, longtime friend and colleague 
Marshall Cohen described Steve as “an impres-
sive person … constantly trying to improve. He’s 
just involved with so many things; he’s a doer, but 
he also helps guide and lead. Steve leverages his 

ABOVE: Steve, with wife 
Robbie, accepts his 
2015 Individual Lifetime 
Achievement award from 
Chairman & CEO Ryan 
Lance.

LEFT: The Conoco Phillips 
cycling team surrounds 
team captain Steve 
Moskowitz.



creativity and respect for others to make an impact 
in the community. He consistently has had wide-
spread impact on everything he’s touched.” 

FAMILY, FAITH AND THE ERA OF SOCIAL ACTION 
Steve traces his community activism to his family. 

“My parents were active in philanthropic activi-
ties and it rubbed off  on us kids,” he said. “We 
were taught in Sunday school, ‘do unto others as 
you would have them do unto you.’ There’s a pas-
sage in the Old Testament that always resonated 
with me: ‘When you harvest the grain on your 
land, don’t harvest the corners of  your fields or 
gather what is left after you’re finished. Leave it for 
poor people and strangers.’ In other words, help 
people help themselves.”

Steve acknowledges several other powerful 
influences, including the famous words of  John F. 
Kennedy: “Ask not what your country can do for 
you, ask what you can do for your country.” 

“That was when I was coming of  age,” he said, 
“and it made an impression on me.” 

So did the ’60s mantra: “If  you’re not part of  the 
solution, you’re part of  the problem.”

“I heard all of  these things that said, don’t sit 
around waiting for things to happen. Get out there 
and make them happen,” Moskowitz said.

CYCLING FOR A CAUSE
Steve started cycling for health reasons. 

“Both of  my parents and every aunt and uncle 
on both sides of  my family had heart bypass 
surgery in their 40s and 50s,” he said. “There was 
no question that I had a family history of  heart 
disease. I decided to start running in my early 
30s and, like everything I do, I got a little carried 
away. After I had been running for about a year, I 
thought, OK, I’ve got to do a marathon.” 

His first was The Woodlands Marathon back at 
a time when there were only about 200 runners. 
Naturally, he made the 26.2-mile runs a habit, par-
ticipating in at least one each year until his knees 
started “complaining.” So he bought a bike and, 
once again, he got a little carried away. 

For the past 20 years, Steve has used his love 
of  cycling to help thousands of  Houstonians ride 
safely. As co-leader with Cohen of  the Ready2Roll 
Cycling program, Steve organizes challenging 
weekend training rides for 1,000 to 1,200 cyclists 
along rural routes during the BP MS 150 prepa-
ration season. At each training ride and in his 
weekly communications, he provides cycling 

2105 SPIRIT AWARDS
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BELOW: The team crosses 
the BP MS 150 finish line 
in Austin, Texas with Steve 
at far left. 
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safety tips to help his riders stay safe on the roads. 
As captain of  Conoco Phillips’ cycling team, Steve 
has been instrumental in raising $6.5 million over 
the years to battle multiple sclerosis, a debilitating 
disease that affects 2.3 million people worldwide. 
This year, with about 210 cyclists, the Conoco-
Phillips team raised nearly $435,000.

“The ride is all about fundraising,” Steve said, 
“but it’s also about safety and courtesy. I’m really 
proud that our team is very well respected and 
very well thought of  at the event.” 

Cohen, now captain of  the Phillips 66 cycling 
team, said Steve has been an outstanding advocate 
for Houston’s cycling community.

“There’s not one person in Houston who has 
done more to influence the positive efforts of  
cycling,” Cohen said.

HELPING FAMILIES IN NEED
One of  Steve’s community activities is an annual 
charity garage sale for his temple. He’s been doing 
it more than 20 years and describes his fellow 
garage sale volunteers, including doctors, lawyers 
and engineers, as a “crew of  the most overpaid, 
underqualified movers you’ve ever seen.”

For a few months every summer, the team 
collects items to sell from members of  the 
congregation. Steve organizes the team and this 
year set a record by obtaining donations from 200 
congregants. “Some of  it is great, some not so 
great,” he said, “but when we carry it away, folks 
are thrilled because somebody helped them clean 
up their house.”

Garage sale buyers include people who turn 
around and resell for a profit at flea markets. 

“That’s OK,” Steve said. “They’re supporting 

themselves. You let them make a living from 
someone else’s castoffs.’”

Other buyers are families in need. 
“We sell it at prices they can afford,” Steve said. 

“Some of  the families have been coming for years. 
You watch their kids grow up. We’ve always got 
toys for the kids to play with. When it’s time to 
go, they bring all the stuff  up and ask how much 
it costs. You look at what it is and you look at how 
much money they’ve got. Maybe they’ve got $50 
and you say ‘it looks like it’s about $40.’ They look 
at you and say ‘really?’ Then you add ‘that includes 
the toys,’ and the kids’ eyes get big. It didn’t cost 
us a thing and it’s so amazing. Everybody wins on 
this deal.” 

A TIRELESS SCHEDULE
The list of  Steve’s activities and organizations is 
long and varied. To fulfill his volunteer and civic 
obligations, he rises before dawn each day and 
continues well after the workday is done.

Asia Pacific & Russia Caspian Exploration 
Manager Lynn Strickland, who submitted the 
nomination that led to Steve’s award, called him a 
“one-of-a-kind, great guy, who lives by the motto 
‘early to rise and organize!’ He is the most selfless 
person I know,” Strickland said, “and his boundless 
energy and positive attitude are appreciated by all 
the groups and people he helps. I am honored to 
be his friend.”

 Steve shrugs off  the attention and starts plan-
ning his next big organizational activity, the 2016 
Conoco Phillips Rodeo Run. 

“Another lesson I’ve learned,” he said, “is that 
the more you invest in something, the more you 
get back.” ■

2105 SPIRIT AWARDS



IN TODAY’S CHALLENGING INDUSTRY ENVIRONMENT, BOTH INNOVATION AND TEAMWORK 

PLAY A CRUCIAL ROLE IN HELPING CONOCO PHILLIPS MAINTAIN A COMPETITIVE EDGE. THE 2015 

SPIRIT AWARD WINNERS IN THESE CATEGORIES DEMONSTRATE THE IMPORTANCE OF NEW IDEAS, 

AND HOW MUCH CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED BY DRAWING ON EXPERTISE FROM COLLEAGUES 

AROUND THE GLOBE. THESE EIGHT TEAMS REPRESENT SUPERB INNOVATION AND MULTI-

DISCIPLINARY TEAMWORK. 
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2015 SPIRIT Awards: 
Innovation and Teamwork
BY JAN HESTER

Norma Fitri
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Innovation
INDONESIA WATER MANAGEMENT

Disposal management of  produced and con-
densed water is required to sustain continuous 
production. Conoco Phillips Indonesia (COPI)
conducted a subsurface containment assurance 
assessment to identify risks and potential solu-
tions for disposal management. 

Offshore, mercury levels in the produced water 
stream must meet regulatory requirements before 
the water is discharged overboard, requiring addi-
tional treatment facilities to be installed. 

For onshore operations, disposing of  produced 
water into shallow reservoirs is approaching 
critical conditions in terms of  containment assur-
ance and near-saturated capacity. A team from 
Engineering & Projects and Subsurface Contain-
ment Assurance used a simulation model and 
pilot test to verify that injecting produced water 
into a depleted producing well in the pre-tertiary 
basement is an alternative that does not impede 
gas production. 

A pilot test confirmed that the impact to 
operations and surrounding production wells 
would be minimal. Results led to a change in 
Conoco Phillips Indonesia’s overall water injection 

strategy. Using an existing producer resulted in a 
2015 capital reduction for COPI of  approximately 
$58 million. It also helps sustain the company’s 
reputation through better injectivity, more storage 
capacity, good containment assurance and compli-
ance with Indonesian regulatory requirements. 
The results reflect good teamwork and persis-
tence in aligning stakeholder understanding of  the 
potential risks and benefits.

RIGHT: Suban 8 basement 
injection well backup



process is technically viable. According to an ini-
tial study by Global Production Excellence Engi-
neering and Technology, preliminary economics 
are very favorable. The system will likely have a 
positive commercial and environmental impact. 

Development and implementation of  the mer-
cury removal system exemplifies the way Tech-
nology and the business units can work together 
toward a shared vision. This is the type of  techno-
logical excellence that sets Conoco Phillips apart 
from its peers.

Mercury Removal System Team

Charles Lord, team lead
Steve Appleyard
John Bell
Erik Bjorn
Tim Bone
Matt Cooke
Peter Dodds
David Dow
Wolfgang Frech 

Kevin Greenall
Lars Lambertsson 
Attilio Praderio
Phil Regan
Paul Rovardi
Tom Smith 
Terry Stratoudakis
Sally Thomas
David White

Innovation
SRV PILOT

Determining the dimensions of  the fractures, or 
stimulated rock volume (SRV), created by hydraulic 
fracturing is challenging. This uncertainty directly 
impacts well performance prediction and well spac-
ing, which influence the number of  wells that can 
be drilled in a play. 

The Eagle Ford SRV Pilot team designed and 
safely executed an innovative project to charac-
terize the SRV by acquiring horizontal core and 
logs through the hydraulic fracturing process, 
an activity never before attempted by Conoco-
Phillips. Data indicate that SRV characteristics 
are significantly different from current industry 
assumptions, knowledge that provides a competi-
tive advantage for determining optimal wellbore 
spacing and completion designs in the Eagle Ford 
and other unconventional plays, as well as helping 
improve reservoir performance predictions.

Results will enable the company to optimize 
fracture design, which directly impacts well per-
formance and economics, and more accurately 
determine the optimum number of  wells needed 
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Indonesia Water Management Team 

Norma Fitri, team lead
Marino Baroek
Dave Dong
Marc Durkee
Hendy Hidayat
John Hughes
Ign Kartika
Derik Kleibacker
Keith Lynch
Kamal Malick

Wahyu Nugroho
Yudha Satriya
Richard Schultz
Torang Siagian
Laine Summers
Iyan Suryana
Hercahyo Suyoto
Geir Tyberoe
Stein Wolden
Dedi Fauzi

Innovation
MERCURY REMOVAL SYSTEM

Elevated mercury levels in crude oil create a 
significant financial risk for the company, but until 
now there was no recognized industrial process 
for reducing the mercury. This project team devel-
oped a breakthrough proprietary technology; 
for the first time, mercury can be removed from 
produced oil on a continuous basis. The design, 
construction, commissioning and subsequent 
successful operation of  a mercury removal pilot 
unit was accomplished in record time by a multi-
discipline, multi-business unit team.

After a bench-scale concept was successfully 
trialed in Bartlesville, the technology needed to 
be proved in a continuously operated pilot unit. 
The unit, now installed at Teesside, was designed 
to allow scale-up to a full-size commercial unit in 
one step. These field tests will provide the data 
required for scale-up design.

Results from the field test are very encouraging 
and have demonstrated that the Conoco Phillips 

Charles Lord

2105 SPIRIT AWARDS

LEFT: Mercury removal 
pilot-scale field test unit 
installed at Teesside 
operations



SRV Pilot Team

Kevin Raterman, team lead
Oscar Mora
James Rutherford
Victor Garcia
Helen Farrell
Jeremy Sadleir
Todd Lippincott
Gustavo Gomez
Dave Beardmore
Kevin Northey
Bob Pantermuehl
Ben Gross
Seth Busetti
Aimee Villarreal
Alex Jones
Ryan Jacoby
Bre Felix
Daniel Sheahan

Nestor Sanchez
Gary Collins
Oswaldo Nunez
David Hansen
Ray Reid Jr.
Garrett Wilson
Mike Davidson
Jen Gabler
Frank Filice
Dale Doherty
Keith Lynch
Fabian Duque-Botero
Bruce E. Smith
Michael B. Smith
Chuck Mosher
Aaron Janssen
D. Tolman

Teamwork
EXTENDED BAYU-UNDAN AND DLNG 
SHUTDOWN TEAMS

In 2014, the Australia West business unit success-
fully completed shutdowns at both Bayu-Undan 
and Darwin LNG, achieving all key objectives. 
Both shutdowns were injury-free, below AFE costs 
and within the budgeted production impacts. 

A workforce of  around 1,500, most new to 
Conoco Phillips, achieved zero recordable injuries 
and a leak-free start up. Significant effort was put 
into safety inductions for the transient workforce.  

2105 SPIRIT AWARDS
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to develop a reservoir. Learnings will also influence 
the development of  tools and capabilities to more 
accurately model and predict well performance.

In addition to numerous statutory vessel inspec-
tions, the completed scope included asset integ-
rity repairs and several large business-critical and 
shutdown-dependent projects, along with 13,000 
hours of  emergent work. The Perth Integrated 
Operations Support Centre operated 24/7, allow-
ing both facilities to focus on execution.

The simultaneous execution of  several large, 
critical shutdown dependent projects increased 
the complexity and relied heavily on collaborating 
groups. At DLNG, a new 40-meter-tall, 600-ton 
CO2 absorber column was installed as part of  
pre-works and tied in during execution. The team 
performed extensive work on compressors and 
turbines along with replacement of  significant 
large-bore pipework. 

Projects at Bayu included the Phase 3 and R2P 
well bay tie-ins, and the re-tray of  the de-ethanizer 
column, AIM pipe replacement scopes, and field-
wide control system and UPS upgrades.  

Conversion and mobilization of  the accommo-
dation support vessel Frontier was completed on 
a tight timeline through close collaboration with 
Marine and support from Logistics. 

This success followed two years of  integrated 
planning and preparation and is a testament 
to excellent collaboration between functions 
within the Australia business unit, including both 

Kevin Raterman

Bayu-Undan

Darwin

RIGHT: Conoco Phillips well 
in the Eagle Ford
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program created a market for Conoco Phillips’ and 
third-party gas by selling 16 billion cubic feet (Bcf ) 
of  LNG to Japan at an average sales price of  $15.60 
per thousand cubic feet (Mcf ), generating an incre-
mental $64 million in net cash flow. 

By May 2014, the team had achieved several 
significant milestones: a two-year license from 
the U.S. Department of  Energy; 30 Bcf  of  third 
party gas under contract for the next two years, 
including access to gas storage that allowed all 
of  Conoco Phillips’ annual excess production to 
be sold during a six-month program; an executed 
sales contract for the 2014 program that delivered 
prices 20 percent above the spot market; the Kenai 
LNG plant commissioned and running after being 
idled for 18 months; and the largest-class vessel to 
ever dock at the Kenai plant loaded for delivery 
to Japan. Members of  the team also proactively 
engaged the buyer to provide assurance of  ongo-
ing plant reliability. That buyer ultimately pur-
chased 2015 cargoes from Conoco Phillips.

Kenai LNG Program Team

Michael Mindrup, team co-captain
Orlando Serrano, team co-captain
Stephen Harty, team co-captain
Rogier Beaumont
Sam Centanni
Ameet Divekar
John Evans
Joseph Falcone
Keith Farris
Kurt Hallier
Nigel Hudspith

Leonard Lim
Rita Lovett
Akiko Matsushita
Darren Meznarich
Peter Micciche
Matt Parnall
G.M. Schuppert Jr.
Dwight Thompson

Teamwork
MCBU/T&P WATER MANAGEMENT TEAM

The Permian Basin is experiencing high levels of  
oil and gas development, straining already depleted 
freshwater resources. Water issues negatively 
impact well completion activities and threaten 
Conoco Phillips’ long-range plans for the region. 

In 2014, the Mid-Continent business unit 
(MCBU)/Technology & Projects (T&P) water 
management team worked to successfully develop 
and field test technologies for reusing treated 
produced water for hydraulic fracturing. More 

shutdown teams, Supply Chain, Capital Projects, 
Operations, HSE, IT, HR, Engineering, AIM and 
Maintenance.

Extended Bayu-Undan and DLNG Shutdown Teams

Steve Attkins, team lead
Denis Karczub
Ian Antao
Virgilio Bonardi
Mark Booth
Paul Brown
Pete Burgers
Brian Clarke
Raj Choudhury
Nigel Critchley
Mark Duk
Jan Evans
Dave Fillman Jr.
Jason Fior
Paul Garforth
Adam Gibson
Carl Gibson
Michael Giles
Mark Harrison
Bengt Johansen
Wade Johnstone
Peter Kirkpatrick

Ben Lavens
Mark Leigh
Peter Lymn
Marcus Humphreys
Denton Mann
Paul May
Jeffrey Mayne
Filippo Meacci
Kevin Millar
Ben Moran
Mark Oldfield
Lincoln Palmer
Paul Pattrick
Simon Roberts
Peter Rogers
Marc Stephan
Kelly Stevenson
Tony Stewart
Andre Victor
Geoff Watts
Aaron Whitelaw
Mike Zimmerman

Teamwork
KENAI LNG PROGRAM TEAM

In late 2013, the Alaska Department of  Natural 
Resources approved Conoco Phillips’ request to 
resume its liquefied natural gas (LNG) export 
program in Cook Inlet. A 19-person team, spread 
across 18 time zones, formed quickly to develop 
and execute a 2014 Kenai LNG program. The 
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Michael Mindrup

LEFT: Tanker loading at 
Conoco Phillips’ Kenai LNG 
facility



Teamwork
SUBSURFACE TECHNOLOGY

In late 2010, the Geology, Geophysics & Reser-
voir Engineering (GGRE) decision board, with 
Exploration & Production (E&P) and Informa-
tion Technology (IT), recognized the need for 
improved subsurface interpretation capabilities. 
Focusing on geophysics, geology, petrophysics and 
reservoir engineering, the team decided to imple-
ment a system globally. 

Upgrading to Landmark’s R5000 software was 
the first step. IT opted for a global program with 
business unit projects leveraging a global program 
framework. The program ran for two years and 
involved IT and petro-technical professionals 
across 10 countries. 

As R5000 moved forward, three critical areas 
required a step change in technical capability: Ikon 
Science’s RocDoc provided new rock physics and 
pore pressure tools for deepwater; Perigon’s iPoint 
was deployed to manage digital core analysis, espe-
cially for unconventionals; and for petrophysical 
log analysis, the company adopted Schlumberger’s 
TechLog platform. The global program was 
launched in 2013 to ensure consistency. 

In 2013, Landmark’s next generation technology 
for interpretation and well planning was deployed, 
accompanied by an infrastructure refresh to 
supply the required power and bandwidth. New 
global licensing for Schlumberger’s Petrel suite 
was implemented in 2014, delivering improved 
end user access. New licensing for Schlumberger’s 
Eclipse reservoir simulation technology was imple-
mented in 2013. 

During this four-year process, E&P IT ensured 
the new technologies were fully exploited and 
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than 280,000 barrels of  treated water were used 
to safely and effectively stimulate 17 wells in two 
separate fields.  

Thirteen Clyde Cowden vertical wells were 
hydraulically fracture-stimulated with 100 percent 
treated produced water. This eliminated the need 
for more than 600 truck trips from the roads and 
offset nearly 60,000 barrels of  freshwater usage. 
Based on favorable production data, the business 
unit continued deploying the technology. Four 
horizontal wells in Red Hills, N.M., were hydrauli-
cally fracture stimulated using a blend of  30 to 50 
percent treated produced water, reducing freshwa-
ter usage by more than 220,000 barrels.

The Clyde Cowden and Red Hills projects repre-
sent the first large-scale applications of  produced 
water reuse in Conoco Phillips’ Lower 48 opera-
tions. With extensive collaboration to integrate the 

new technology, the MCBU/T&P team success-
fully demonstrated that produced water reuse is a 
viable alternative to freshwater usage in fracking 
operations. Planned water management projects 
are projected to save more than $40 million and 
will reduce groundwater usage and produced 
water disposal by billions of  gallons.

Additionally, the team has already identified 
investment opportunities in water management 
infrastructure to facilitate produced water reuse 
in future development. Expanded use of  this tech-
nology, combined with other responsible water 
management practices, will help the business unit 
deliver on future production targets.

MCBU/T&P Water Management Team

Kristie McLin, team lead
Kevin Bjornen
Kase Braun
Marshall Brown

Jason Freeman
Ramesh Sharma
Lauren Sloan
Ben Warden

Kristie McLin

RIGHT: High-rate clarifier with 
treated produced water

RIGHT: A sample of data 
types that can be displayed 
using the DecisionSpace 
Geosciences interpretation 
tool
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supported. OpenIT Optimizer was implemented 
to reduce license run rate cost while maximiz-
ing accessibility. These technologies were imple-
mented in every business unit, without disruption 
to the petro-technical workforce.

Subsurface Technology Team

Jon Anderson, team lead
Kjell Ove Aksland
Tom Cloud
Gordon Cook
Zuki Harahap
Tina Hunton
David Kronman
Andrew Reader
Chris Ring
Marc Shewring

Clifford Shock
Jenny Thompson
Antonio Torres
Peggy Trenholm
Michael Ulanov
Thomas Vanya
Larry White
Pilar Whitworth
Ruichang Xin

Teamwork
UNCONVENTIONAL RESERVOIRS SYMPOSIUM 
PLANNING TEAM

During September 2014, approximately 700 
employees working on unconventional reser-
voirs came together for four days to share lessons 
learned, identify opportunities for improving 
business results and network. The four-day Uncon-
ventional Reservoirs Symposium, with the theme 
“Cross Functional Collaboration,” was divided 
into two segments: Exploration & Appraisal and 
Development & Production.

Conoco Phillips’ first dedicated cross-functional 
symposium targeted collaborative knowledge 
sharing across all disciplines in the business, with a 
focus on exploration, reservoirs, drilling, comple-
tions and production. The symposium consisted 

of  a series of  workshop-style sessions held in an 
environment that allowed for sharing, asking 
questions and brainstorming about how best to 
continue tackling issues faced in unlocking the 
value in unconventional assets.  The well-attended 
event included presentations from senior company 
leaders as well as presentations and speeches from 
Executive Leadership Team members. Larger-
group events throughout the symposium also 
helped create an environment where discussions 
and questions from the sessions could continue 
and participants could build relationships.   

The planning team did an exceptional job on the 
2014 Unconventional Reservoirs Symposium, espe-
cially considering the non-typical, multi-disciplined 
workshop format and the challenges of  organizing 
a first-time company event.

Unconventional Reservoirs Symposium Planning Team

Michael Neuschafer, steering team chair
Judy Roper, co-lead, technical sessions
Debbie Stuart, co-lead, planning and logistics
Aquiles Agreda
Brad Baker
Sandip Bordoloi
Marcos Briceno
David Burkhead
David H. Brown
Tom Cloud
James Collins
C.L. Crabtree
Peter Cramer
Ryan Davis
Stephanie Erickson
Dustin Ernst
Helen Farrell
Michael Faust
Tooney Fink
Terra George
Gustavo Gomez
Jeanne Hammeke
Andrew Henery
Colton Hester
Dione Holt
Ward Kable
Jonathan Kwan
Nathan Langton
Benjamin Lascaud
Stan Lavender
Raul Lema
Lilian Lo

Jonathan Luk
Keith Lynch
Alex Martinez
Nathan McMahan
Meredith Meier
David Mentock
Paul Mielke
Wambui Mutoru
Mark Olson
Haavard Oxholm
Shivan Pande
Andi Polanski
Kevin Raterman
Jorge Robles
Phil Rorison
Nico Roussel
Nestor Sanchez
Tammi Schenk
Curt Schneider
Brandi Sellepack
Marc Shannon
Ramesh Sharma
Wen Shi
Laine Summers
Roger Thompson
Lorena Van Metre
Andrew Vogan
Sara Wakild Dunne
Susan Young

Jon Anderson

Michael Neuschafer

LEFT: Unconventional 
Reservoir Symposium 
Planning Team co-leads 
Debbie Stuart and Judy 
Roper



CONOCO PHILLIPS TEAMS CONTINUOUSLY 

STRIVE TO REDUCE THE COST OF DEVELOP-

ING A BARREL OF OIL FROM THE COMPANY’S 

UNCONVENTIONAL RESERVOIRS. ACHIEV-

ING THAT GOAL REQUIRES A DEVELOPMENT 

STRATEGY THAT CAN BE CARRIED OUT BY 

A COLLABORATIVE WORKFORCE EQUIPPED 

WITH THE RIGHT MIX OF TECHNOLOGIES.

That’s why Exploration & Production (E&P) 
and Technology & Projects (T&P) have been col-
laborating on various pilot projects to optimize 
the recovery of  hydrocarbons in unconventional 
reservoirs. Working together, this diverse group 
of  engineers, geologists and geophysicists has 
been focused on improving completion design 
and well spacing, the two main challenges in 
unconventional reservoirs. And they are using 
fiber-optic technology as a tool to gather the 
downhole data they need to better understand the 
physics involved with draining unconventional 
reservoirs and planning new wells.

“The more disciplines you can get involved 

in a project, the better understanding you have 
of  the challenges and potential solutions to 
optimize production and add the most value for 
Conoco Phillips,” said Unconventional Reservoirs 
Technology Program Manager Greg Leveille. 

Unraveling 
unconventional 
mysteries
Conoco Phillips experts are using instrumented 
wells to learn more about complex reservoirs
TEXT AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY GUS MORGAN

RIGHT: Kyle Friehauf, senior 
engineer well stimulation, 
Wells Technology, can 
monitor downhole data 
flowing from instrumented 
wells from Conoco Phillips’ 
headquarters in Houston. 

INSTRUMENTED WELLS
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Greg Leveille, technology 
program manager, 
Unconventional Reservoirs
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TEXAS-SIZED 
INSTALLATION: A crane 
suspends fiber-optic 
cables during installation 
on a well as part of the 
Seidel pilot in the Eagle 
Ford in South Texas.



“Our business units have done a wonderful job of  
optimizing the development of  very complex res-
ervoirs. Tools such as fiber optics that help them 
understand how the earth works enable them to 
make the right decisions quickly.” 

Although fiber-optic technology has been widely 
used in other industries, such as telecommunica-
tions and broadcasting, its emergence as a remote-
sensing tool in the oil patch is relatively new. 

“We need downhole data appropriate for the 
well design,” said Well Stimulation Senior Engi-
neer Kyle Friehauf. “Fiber optics is the viable tool 
to use. The fiber is the sensor. We plan on apply-
ing our learnings from a few instrumented wells 
to design future wells. The quicker we can deter-
mine the optimum well design and well spacing 
combination, the better the economics of  that 
whole asset. We feel that the data is worth the 
learning curve to get there quicker and better.”

Friehauf  and other experts in the Wells Tech-
nology group have been working to create a 
knowledge base on fiber-optic instrumentation 
and data interpretation so it can be transferred to 
the company’s business units.

WHAT IS AN INSTRUMENTED WELL?
A fiber-optic cable, resembling a giant extension 
cord, is strapped to the outside of  the well casing 
and run into the wellbore with the casing. Inside 
the cable, thin fiber-optic lines — each about the 
size of  a human hair — relay distributed tempera-
ture and acoustic measurements along the length 
of  the wellbore. These are referred to as distrib-
uted temperature sensors (DTS) and distributed 
acoustic sensors (DAS). Pressure and temperature 
gauges can also be spliced into the fiber-optic line 
to provide spot measurements. Engineers refer to 
this data-gathering setup as an instrumented well. 
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Conoco Phillips Completions Field Specialist Jake 
Leonard, back right, and Completions Engineering 
Supervisor Evan Lamoreux, front right, supervise a 
Schlumberger crew as they prepare a perforating tool 
for use at the Maurer B well site in the Eagle Ford. The 
completions pilot involved more than 60 stages and 
more than 500 perforation clusters.
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What is an instrumented well?
In an instrumented well, a fiber-optic cable is 
mounted to the well casing and run into the well-
bore with the casing. Inside 
the cable, fiber-optic lines 
relay a range of data along 
the lateral wellbore.  

By using instrumented 
wells, engineers are able to 
collect data that helps them 
understand the physics 
involved with draining an 
unconventional reservoir. 
This in turn enables them to 
make quicker and better-
informed decisions on well 
spacing and completion 
design. 

Harsh environment opti-
cal fibers are commonly 
used for in-well applica-
tions to detect fracturing 
processes, leaks, flow and 
seismic activity, all in distrib-
uted fashion, allowing for thousands of discrete 
sensing points along a single optical fiber.

Three main data types of 
instrumented wells:
DTS, or distributed temperature sensing, monitors 
light reflection in a fiber-optic cable, which is able 
to detect small temperature changes, typically 
every meter. This is done without having any other 
sensors connected to the cable. The entire cable is 
the sensing element.

DAS, or distributed acoustic sensing, actually 
measures strain, not acoustics, by determining the 
length of change in the fiber. As pressure contacts 
the fiber, it compresses or lengthens it. While DTS 
and DAS can measure the same thing, DAS pro-
vides additional information. Because it measures 
the temperature change, not the absolute tem-
perature, it can measure pressure in the well being 
treated, as well as determine how effectively a well 
is being isolated from one stage to the next. It can 
also help with well spacing. 

P/T, or point pressure/temperature, gauge 
mandrels provide a means for mounting addi-
tional point pressure/temperature gauges on the 
wellbore casing. 

With no moving parts, this remote-sensing 
technology is well-suited for monitoring a vari-
ety of  downhole activities in an unconventional 
well, including hydraulic fracturing, cementing, 
plug drill-outs, flowback and long-term produc-
tion. Other applications include casing design, 
well integrity and artificial lift. 

“We understand a fraction of  what there 
is to know about unconventional reservoirs,” 
said Completion, Intervention & Integrity 
Manager Erick Peterson. “This technology is 
just a piece to help us learn more. It gives us 
temperature and acoustic measurements every 
meter through the horizontal. In a multiple 
stage hydraulic fracture stimulation we have 
increased our knowledge of  fracture growth 
from the wellbore into the reservoir.”

Since 2010, T&P has sponsored the use of  
fiber-optic technology to evaluate its technical 
readiness and determine how to apply it. Col-
laborating with the company’s business units, 
T&P installed equipment that collects real-time 
data to help understand fracture stimulations. 
The Eagle Ford Shale, Conoco Phillips’ largest 
unconventional asset based on production, has 
been the main proving ground for well spacing 
and completion design, with three pilot projects 
completed. Other instrumented wells pilot tests 
have taken place in the Barnett Shale in North 
Texas, the Bakken Shale in North Dakota and 
the Niobrara Shale in Colorado.

TWO KEY DECISIONS IN  
UNCONVENTIONAL RESERVOIRS
In unconventional reservoirs, E&P decision-
makers are faced with two critical tasks: 
completion design and well spacing. In the 
past, engineers relied on trial and error, analog 
plays and understanding how competitors were 
making these decisions. But one thing has been 
missing: data.

“Instrumented wells provide data that helps 
us understand both of  these key decisions,” 
Leveille said. “And it’s a type of  data that 
cannot be acquired by other means, making 
it invaluable for optimizing unconventional 
developments in a much quicker manner than 
we’ve been able to do in the past.”



COMPLETION DESIGN
Conoco Phillips experts must determine the right 
completion design to use for a particular reservoir, 
as each has its own unique configuration. What is 
optimal for the Eagle Ford is not a perfect fit for 
the Bakken or Permian Basin. 

Before fiber-optic technology was used in 
unconventional wells, engineers didn’t have a good 
way to monitor downhole stimulations. But fiber-
optic technology has changed that. Engineers are 
now able to collect a suite of  downhole data they 
couldn’t get before, thus helping them optimize 
fracture stimulations in future wells. Because sen-
sors in instrumented wells can detect fluid flow 
in and out of  a well, the data they collect can help 
engineers refine their completion designs.

Bruce Smith with Legacy Energy Ventures Inc. 
is supporting T&P’s instrumented wells initiative. 
He has been working with the business units in the 
Eagle Ford, Niobrara and Bakken for several years, 
evaluating the technical readiness of  the fiber-optic 
technology offered by vendors, and determining 

the right applications for the technology.
“The vision was to use this technology to 

understand the fracture network being created,” 
Smith said. “It’s possible to model fractures cre-
ated during the fracturing process, but until they 
are measured, you don’t know if  your model 
is right. This technology allows us to measure 
where our fractures are going when we create a 
fracture network.”

The data flowing from instrumented wells 
helps the team determine how to space perfora-
tion clusters and how much proppant and frack-
ing fluid to use during the completion process. 
Without a clear understanding of  what is happen-
ing downhole, completion engineers may place 
fractures in the wrong location, or under or over 
fracture the rock. The goal is to avoid fracture 
stages that generate sub-optimal results. 

MAURER COMPLETIONS PILOT 
On its own, the Eagle Ford business unit has 
conducted numerous data-rich pilot projects to 
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Bruce Smith, Legacy Energy 
Ventures Inc.

Completions 
Manager Robert 
Clark, left, and 
Completions Field 
Superintendent Phil 
Taylor at the Maurer 
completions pilot in 
the Eagle Ford



test well spacing. The Maurer completions pilot 
is the third dual-funded project conducted with 
T&P in the Lower 48 and the biggest completion 
data acquisition project the company will conduct 
in 2015.

This summer, during the Maurer pilot hydrau-
lic fracturing job, experts recorded data on 
four instrumented lateral wells and one instru-
mented monitor well to measure the in-well 
and cross-well stimulation effectiveness. These 

measurements will allow them to better under-
stand the fracture geometry created between 
wellbores and lead to a more efficient fracking 
strategy going forward.

“One of  the biggest challenges with the 
Maurer project was actually designing the test,” 
said Completions Engineering Supervisor Evan 
Lamoreux. “There are many questions that need 
to be answered when it comes to completion 
design, and often different teams have different 
priorities. It was critical to obtain alignment with 
all involved teams during the planning phase. The 
Maurer pilot went through many design itera-
tions. The power of  this project was the collabo-
ration between the different teams and functions. 
The Eagle Ford is a perfect example of  cross-func-
tional integration.”

The Maurer pilot will provide Conoco Phillips 
with several learnings around completion design 
that will be leveraged across multiple busi-
ness units, Lamoreux said. These learnings, he 
said, will allow the different completion teams 
to optimize well design, leading to enhanced 
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Since 2010, Conoco Phillips has experimented with instrumented 
wells in its unconventional reservoirs. The latest project is the 
Maurer completions pilot in the Eagle Ford.

Fiber-optic cables are armored 
to endure the high-pressure, 
high-temperature environment of 
unconventional reservoirs.
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performance and cost saving for Conoco Phillips. 
And the Eagle Ford team, he said, will focus on 
maximizing value by sharing this new knowledge 
across the business.

“For Maurer, we decided to change the comple-
tions parameters to show the effectiveness of  our 
stimulations,” said Senior Completions Engineer 
Brian Thompson. “We were looking at the suc-
cess rate of  our hydraulic fractures. The business 
unit has seen the value in the data we have been 
getting, and we feel we can make a step change in 
our completion design to improve the economics 
of  our wells. We now have a way to actually mea-
sure what is going on downhole, which we really 
haven’t been able to do in the past.” 

Downhole data helps prove outflow through 
each perforation in the wellbore and determine 
if  each perforation cluster is being stimulated in 
an identical manner. A uniform fracture network 
helps engineers properly space the wells, enabling 
them to optimally drain a reservoir. If  a domi-
nant fracture is created, and then a second well 
is drilled beside it, engineers could inadvertently 
drill right into that dominant fracture, which 

is not optimal. If  fractures overlap too much, 
poorer reservoir depletion will result in a lower 
recovery factor.

In the past, Thompson said, they have used 
microseismic, radioactive tracers, oil soluble trac-
ers, chemical tracers and production data to help 
pinpoint where the fractures were going. 

During the completions process, the team has 
been shooting five to seven clusters per stage, 
along with varying perforation density. The fiber-
optic sensors determine the fluid flow coming out 
of  the perforations along the wellbore. 

According to Eagle Ford Development Spac-
ing Pilot Supervisor Gustavo Gomez, the team is 
focusing on optimizing the spacing between perfo-
ration clusters, which are the penetration points in 
the casing that contact the formation along the lat-
eral. Because engineers shoot perforation clusters 
using a specific geometry and spacing, they want 
to know if  they are successfully stimulating all the 
clusters and if  the clusters are distributed evenly.

“We were creating perforation clusters every 
90 feet,” Gomez said, “but in 2013 and 2014, we 
moved to 50 feet between clusters. One of  the 

Gustavo Gomez, supervisor, 
Eagle Ford Development 
Spacing Pilot

Brian Thompson, senior 
completions engineer, 
Eagle Ford

LEFT: John Leitch, principal engineer completions, at the Maurer 
B well site. “The Maurer completions pilot has been a well run 
project with long term benefits for Conoco Phillips,” Leitch said.

ABOVE: Leitch ferried this hard drive filled with terabytes of 
DAS information back to Conoco Phillips headquarters in 
Houston for analysis by the DAS Geophysical Team, managed 
by Brad Bankhead, manager, Geophysical Technology. When 
Bankhead’s team first started working with DAS about a year 
ago, it took about three weeks to process one stage of DAS 
information. Now the team can process a stage in 30 minutes to 
three hours. The goal is to do real-time processing in the field. 
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pilot project learnings was that the cluster spacing 
should be smaller so that we could contact more 
rock. We are testing with 20-foot spacing now, 
and although we get better performance from the 
well, there is a cost associated with it. The goal is 
to get the best economic value out of  the play.”

Eagle Ford Performance Analysis Supervisor 
Iman Shahim said that one of  the challenges is 
how to manage and create an interpretation from 
the massive amount of  data gathered in collabora-
tion with Technology.  

“A combination of  DAS/DTS technology, 
together with downhole pressure data and micro-
seismic from the monitor well, will allow us to 
gain a good understanding of  the resulting stage 
treatment and further identify any optimization 
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Helen Farrell, manager,  
Pilot Projects

Iman Shahim, supervisor, 
Eagle Ford Performance 
Analysis

TESTING IN TEXAS: This view from the 
rig floor shows the spooling units holding 
the fiber-optic cables at the SRV Seidel 
pilot in the Eagle Ford. 

opportunities,” Shahim said.
Unlocking unconventional resources through 

completion and well spacing is an evolving pro-
cess, he said, and a lot of  unknowns exist regarding 
stimulated rock volumes. 

“We are doing our best to utilize the latest tech-
nologies available to maximize recovery,” he said.

STIMULATED ROCK VOLUME PILOT 
Pilot Projects Manager Helen Farrell has been 
focusing on stimulated rock volume (SRV), an 
important metric in hydraulic fracture stimula-
tions. Farrell’s group has concentrated on well 
spacing and reservoir performance issues, and is 
using instrumented wells to help them understand 
what happens when a well is stimulated and how 
it impacts well performance. 

“If  you don’t take measurements, you can’t tell 
if  your simple model is right or wrong,” Far-
rell said. “Instrumentation is all about trying to 
understand why one well performs better than 

another. The only way we are going to know 
what happens is by modeling. And modeling 
wells is much better if  calibrated by data. The 
more information we have, the more accurate our 
predictions will be. Basically, what we’ve done by 
taking measurements is discover that the behavior 
of  the reservoir is a lot more complex than we 
were assuming when we developed some of  our 
simple models. We need more time and data to 
get better answers.”

By analyzing data gathered during the Koop-
mann and Seidel pilot projects in the Eagle Ford, 
Farrell’s team is trying to learn how adjacent well 
bores are connected during the fracturing pro-
cess. Their findings will be integrated into results 
from other completion and spacing pilot work 
to drive improved completions, reduce spacing 
uncertainty and increase confidence in reservoir 
models and reserves. 

“The more we know,” she said, “the more effec-
tive we’ll be at field development. And that will 



benefit the bottom line. We are trying to learn 
more about what’s happening in the subsurface, 
and instrumented wells are helping us do that, 
particularly in pilot projects so our engineers don’t 
have to guess at well spacing that may be wrong.”

It’s expensive to hydraulically fracture a reser-
voir, so optimizing the process can quickly add 
value. An optimal completions design would have 
the fractures in adjacent wells nearly touch each 
other or just slightly overlap, eliminating any 
gaps between the wells so the entire reservoir is 
drained. But a major challenge is determining the 
dimensions of  the fractures that are created.

“We would like to know the length and height 
of  the fractures,” Farrell said.

MICROSEISMIC MONITORING
In addition to temperature, acoustic and pressure 
readings from the instrumented wells, Farrell said 
microseismic monitoring is used to determine 
where the rock is breaking in the subsurface. 
Sensors, called geophones, are used to follow and 
analyze rock fracturing in real time. Microseismic 
monitoring allows experts to follow the hydraulic 
fracturing process, which includes the initiation 
and growth of  induced fractures, away from 
wellbores. Geophones are placed near the surface 
and deep into the wellbore to create 3-D images 
of  fracture directions, as well as their height and 
length. This allows experts to map the progress of  
the fractures and make adjustments, as necessary, 
to optimize completion procedures and maximize 
well performance. 

While microseismic monitoring is a useful 
technology, it has limitations when used alone. 
Combined with instrumented wells technology, 
which can measure the fluids going from the 
wellbore into the formation, it provides significant 
additional leverage. For example, E&P experts 
recently finished a pilot project where they gath-
ered data from microseismic, from a vertical well 
with pressure gauges drilled through the hydrauli-
cally fractured rock and from fiber-optic instru-
mentation in the wellbore. This combined data 
set allowed them to get a better idea of  what was 
happening during the fracturing process. 

In conventional reservoirs, infilling is used to 
determine well spacing. For example, when a 
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Learnings from Colorado
While the Eagle Ford has been the primary loca-
tion for experimentation and testing of instru-
mented wells, the Niobrara business unit and T&P 
collaborated in 2013 and 2014 on a high-density 
completions pilot in 
the Niobrara involving 
four wells.

During this pilot, 
Senior Reservoir Engi-
neer Mike Lessard said, 
completion engineers 
went from fracture 
stimulating one well 
to the next and back 
to the prior one. This 
allowed them to see 
what happened dur-
ing the sequence of 
fractures that played 
out between the wells. Instrumentation was 
placed in the two inner wells to determine where 
the fractures were going in a lateral direction. 
Engineers were able to see a fracture from one 
well grow out and impinge upon the adjacent 
well, providing insight into how fracturing in the 
Niobrara actually works. 

Lessard said the wells in the Niobrara are 
shallower than in the Eagle Ford — in the 7,000 
to 7,500 foot range — and have lower reservoir 
pressure and temperatures. 

DTS was used as a distance-mapping applica-
tion, he said, and the instrumentation helped 
measure if they could create more fracture 
surface area by using multiple wells instead of a 
single well.

“The better the fracture complexity,” he said, 
“the better the flow.”

Mike Lessard, senior 
reservoir engineer



second well is placed next to an initial well, engi-
neers look at the production of  the initial well 
to see if  it is affected. If  not, they continue to 
infill. But infilling in unconventionals is challeng-
ing, Farrell said, because it’s difficult to deter-
mine how evenly a fractured reservoir has been 
drained. That is why it’s important to understand 
how fractures spread and how they connect with 
adjacent wellbores.

“You have to get the right spacing in the begin-
ning,” Farrell said, “or the second bank of  wells 
you drill will end up subpar.”

TEMPERATURE CAN SHOW FLUID FLOW
By monitoring the temperature in the wellbore 
during the fracturing process, experts are able to 
determine if  there is a direct connection between 
adjacent wellbores. For example, during the 
fracturing process, the wellbore is hot. But the 
fracturing fluid that goes into the wellbore is cold. 
So when the fracking fluid is pumped into the 
formation, the wellbore and where it enters the 
formation shows to be cooler than the surround-
ing rock. When the pumping stops, engineers can 
monitor warm back — when the temperature in 
each set of  perforations begins increasing again — 
and determine how far the fractures have traveled. 

Additional measurement tools may be used in 
the future, including strain measurements, which 
show how rock deforms over time. The goal is to 
keep progressing to the point where E&P experts 
have measurements that are accurate enough to 
help them make key decisions in a timely manner.

FRACTURE STIMULATION
Global Chief  Reservoir Engineer Randy Nesvold 
said unconventional wells are complex because 
multiple fractures are generated along the well-
bore and each fracture may have different perfor-
mance characteristics. The key to being successful 
in the unconventionals is to optimize the comple-
tion to maximize the value of  your recovery. 

“If  the fracture spacing interval in the well is too 
wide apart,” he said, “your completions costs may 
be lower, but you are not going to effectively drain 
the reservoir and you may leave reserves behind. If  
the fracture spacing is too close, the reserves recov-
ery will be increased, but the additional comple-
tion costs may not be economically justified.  

“We are still on a learning curve in the uncon-
ventionals. We are light-years ahead of  where we 
were four or five years ago, but there’s still a lot 
of  uncertainty on how the wells will perform over 
the long term. We need to continue improving our 
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James Rutherford, drilling 
engineer, Eagle Ford

Randy Nesvold, global chief 
reservoir engineer

Each of these four 
horizontal  wells 
on the Maurer B 
completions pilot 
in the Eagle Ford is 
equipped with fiber-
optic cables.



COLLABORATION: At the 
Maurer well site in the Eagle 
Ford, workers were recognized 
for their safety diligence.
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data acquisition and forecasting techniques so we 
can optimize unconventional well completions. 
It takes a multidisciplinary effort to continue to 
progress our understanding of  how the geology, 
reservoir pressures, fluid behaviors and comple-
tions impact resource recovery.”

Unconventional reservoirs aren’t like conven-
tional reservoirs, he said, where you might have 
one vertical well that drains a large area away 
from the wellbore.

“In unconventional reservoirs, we have to drill 
horizontal wells that are 5,000 to 10,000 feet long 
and put individual fractures in them every 50 feet, 
or even less to effectively drain the reservoir,” 
said Nesvold. “We have to put very high-density 
take points in these reservoirs to provide the oil 
a minimal distance to travel through this super 
tight rock. And there’s a lot of  uncertainty about 
the size of  the fracture stimulation. How long is 
the fracture? How high is it? Is the fracture staying 
open over the life of  a well?” 

Application of  instrumented wells has evolved 
tremendously, he said, noting that remote-sensing 
technology has just recently become more com-
monplace and has been useful in measuring the 
initial static conditions in the well and the long-
term dynamic changes that are happening along 
the entire wellbore.

WELL SPACING
Well spacing is the other critical decision when it 
comes to optimally producing an unconventional 
reservoir. Engineers must first determine where 
to place the wells in the reservoir, both laterally 
and vertically. And in many unconventional reser-
voirs, wells are placed in layers. 

As in fracture spacing, well spacing should be 
designed to maximize value. If  the wells are placed 
too close together, the company ends up spending 
too much money and overcapitalizing the project. 
And if  the wells are spaced too far apart, the com-
pany may be leaving oil in the ground. 

In the Eagle Ford, engineers went from drilling 
widely spaced wells in one layer to closely spaced 
wells in one layer. Soon, they added a second layer 
of  wells, which generated significant incremental 

LEFT: Temperature readings 
are displayed on monitors 
inside a utility shack at the 
Maurer well site. 

INSTRUMENTED WELLS
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MAURER B COMPLETIONS 
PILOT: During the completions 
process, the Maurer B well pad 
was packed with hydraulic-
fracturing  equipment, such as 
high-pressure pumps, prop-
pant storage units and moni-
toring equipment. Wireline 
tools are specially designed 
instruments lowered into a well 
bore on the end of the wireline 
cable to provide a number of 
downhole services.

Instrumented well construction — success and proven track record

2014 well construction/
equipment success

Installation survival — 6 wells

Perforation survival — 275 clusters

Frack survival — 55 stages

Gauge survival (79% reservoir 
measurements)

100%

75% 
 Fiber-optic cable survival 
— Long term

2015 equipment survival field trial — 
Eagle Ford Maurer completions pilot

Building on success and qualification

3 vendors

4 horizontal producers

9 cables

9 gauges

2014 new installations — 
all successful

 3 horizontal producers

 3 vertical monitor wells

 8 fiber optic cables

 26 gauges
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value. Now they are looking at adding a third layer 
of  wells.

In early 2014, the Eagle Ford Development 
Group decided to keep the same distance between 
the wells, but double the layers of  wells. It proved 
to be a good design. This down spacing increased 
resources by nearly 700 million barrels, going from 
1.8 billion barrels to 2.5 billion barrels.*

SURVIVING IN A HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT
Drilling engineers must install the fiber-optic equip-
ment into the wells without damaging or destroying 
it. It’s a delicate process that takes skill and planning. 
They must attach a fiber-optic cable the size of  a 
writing pen to a large steel pipe — the well casing — 
and then ensure it isn’t damaged as the casing is fed 
into the well. 

If  the fiber-optic cable survives the installation, 
it must then endure the perforation process, where 
shaped charges are set off, ripping through the 
steel pipe and out into the formation to create a 
connection between the inside of  the pipe and the 
reservoir. Engineers must be careful to orient the 
perforations so they don’t damage or destroy the 
cable on the outside of  the casing. In addition, the 
fiber-optic cable must be able to survive in a hostile 
environment. In the Eagle Ford, wells are nearly two 
miles below the surface, where temperatures exceed 
300 degrees Fahrenheit and pressure exceeds 10,000 
pounds per square inch. 

INSTALLATION PROCESS
Drilling Engineer James Rutherford said all 
instrumented wells have their unique installation 
challenges. His latest work involved the Maurer com-
pletions pilot, where four wells were instrumented 
with fiber-optic cable and point pressure gauges. 
Two wells were set high and two were set low.

“As a team, we have made great strides in not 
only installation, but also in custom modifications 
to better protect and install equipment,” Rutherford 
said. “We are continuously striving to design, plan 
and execute ever more complicated and challenging 
instrumented wells.” ■

CROSS-COUPLING CLAMPS: Workers install clamps to protect 
the fiber-optic cable and hold it in place over centralizers on the 
outside of the well casing.

POINT MEASUREMENT GAUGE: A fiber-optic gauge installed 
in a mandrel awaits pressure testing before being run into a well 
on the SRV Seidel pilot.

*  Cautionary Note to U.S. Investors – The SEC permits oil and gas companies, in their filings with the SEC, to disclose only proved, probable and possible reserves. We 
use the term “resource” in this presentation that the SEC’s guidelines prohibit us from including in filings with the SEC. U.S. investors are urged to consider closely 
the oil and gas disclosures in our Form 10-K and other reports and filings with the SEC. Copies are available from the SEC and from the Conoco Phillips website.

INSTRUMENTED WELLS



Palace on 
the prairie
The E.W. Marland estate
BY JAN HESTER, PHOTOGRAPHY BY PATRICK CURREY
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MARLAND

E.W. Marland’s home in Ponca City, Oklahoma, 
was designed by master architect John Duncan 
Forsyth, along with artists, decorators and 
sculptors of international reputation. During a 
trip to Florence, Italy, Marland decided to model 
his dream home after the Italian Renaissance 
architecture of the Palazzo Davanzati.

The Loggia welcomes visitors to the gallery level 
of the mansion. Its gold-domed ceiling, by Italian 
master stone carver Pelligrini, was painted in a 
style called chinoiserie, popular in 18th century 
Europe for its use of Chinese patterns and 
motifs. The ornate work was painted on canvas 
in the basement and then applied to the plaster. 
Although it was painted flat and displayed 
curved, there is no distortion in the figures. 

ON THE PLAINS OF NORTHERN OKLAHOMA 

SITS A MAGNIFICENT ITALIAN RENAISSANCE 

PALACE. CREATED BY CONOCO FOUNDER 

ERNEST WHITWORTH MARLAND, THE LAVISH 

MANSION REALIZED THE DREAMS OF A MAN 

WHO, THROUGH BOOM AND BUST, LEFT HIS 

MARK ON THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA. PURCHASED 

BY THE CITY OF PONCA CITY IN 1975, E.W. 

MARLAND’S “PALACE ON THE PRAIRIE” LIVES ON 

AS A MUSEUM AND A REMINDER TO OKLAHOMA 

CITIZENS OF THE STATE’S OIL PATCH ORIGINS. 

OIL BARON
The beginning of  the 20th century ushered in a 
golden age of  Oklahoma wildcatters, including the 
two towering figures that would ultimately become 
the pillars of  Conoco Phillips: Frank Phillips in 
Bartlesville and E.W. Marland in Ponca City. 

Marland graduated from the 
University of  Michigan with a 
law degree at 19, and by 21 he 
had established law offices in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

His legal work fostered an 
interest in geology, and he 
began to invest in Pennsylva-
nia’s embryonic oil industry. A 
self-made millionaire by the age 
of  33, Marland lost everything 
in the Panic of  1907. 

But Marland bounced back, 
heading next to the new state 
of  Oklahoma, where he founded Marland Oil and 
rapidly built an empire. To finance his business 
expansion, Marland borrowed large sums of  capital. 
By 1928, a group of  New York bankers, including 
J.P. Morgan, had seized control of  Marland Oil, 
merged it with a company from the Rockies and 
named it the Continental Oil Company, or Conoco. 
Marland was eventually ousted from the company 
he had founded, and by the early 1930s he had lost 
his second fortune.



Never one to sit on the sidelines, Marland spent 
the remainder of  his life giving back to the people 
of  Oklahoma. 

PHILANTHROPIST
During his years in the oil business, Marland was 
well known as a social and philanthropic leader, 
and his companies were reputed to provide the 
best employee benefits in the state. He showered 
gifts on Ponca City, Marland Oil’s corporate 
headquarters, funding a hospital, city parks, civic 
improvements and local charities. 

In 1928, he donated the use of  100 acres of  land 
to be used as a home for children. In 2010, his heirs 
deeded the property to what is now the Marland 
Children’s Home. Since its beginning, the home 
has cared for more than 8,000 at-risk children. 

A patron of  the arts, in 1927, Marland asked 
12 artists to submit models for a statue com-
memorating the spirit of  the pioneer woman, 
paying each sculptor $10,000 to join the competi-
tion. The models were displayed throughout the 
country, and more than 750,000 people voted on 
their favorite interpretation. The winner, Bryant 
Baker’s “Confident,” now stands in Ponca City (see 
Page 38).

POLITICIAN
Marland’s experience with J.P. Morgan and other 
monopoly giants, followed by his bankruptcy, left 
him with a distrust of  the uncontrolled banking 

industry, leading him to change his party affili-
ation from Republican to Democrat when he 
entered politics. 

In 1932, Marland was elected to the U.S. House 
of  Representatives, where he strongly supported a 
series of  bills that would limit the power of  banks 
to exert what he saw as undue control over the 
national economy. He served a single term, from 
1933 to 1935, and declined re-election to enter the 
gubernatorial race. In November 1934, he was 
elected the 10th governor of  the state.

Ambitious and determined, Governor Mar-
land had a rancorous relationship with the state 
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RIGHT: The ceiling of the 
Inner Lounge is one-of-
a-kind. One of the Italian 
artist’s assistants spent six 
weeks studying Oklahoma 
history at the Smithsonian 
Institute in Washington, 
D.C. The ceiling depicts the 
history of Kay County, begin-
ning with the pre-Columbian 
Indians and progressing 
through the land run of 1893 
that opened this part of 
Indian Territory to settlers. 
The final beam features 
Ponca City in the 1920s, 
complete with oil rigs and 
this mansion.

THE MANSION IN BRIEF

• Designed by John Duncan Forsyth

• Inspired by the 14th century Palazzo 
Davanzati in Florence, Italy

• Built 1925-1928 at a cost of $5.5 million

• 43,561 square feet covering four levels,  
with 55 rooms

• 10 bedrooms, 12 bathrooms,  
7 fireplaces and 3 kitchens   

• Listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places.

http://www.museumsinflorence.com/musei/palazzo_davanzati.html
http://www.museumsinflorence.com/musei/palazzo_davanzati.html


legislature. He favored programs that created 
jobs and relief  for the people of  Oklahoma, while 
the legislature was concerned about the state’s 
massive debt. He did succeed in getting a strong 
educational support package and establishing the 
Oklahoma Department of  Safety and its High-
way Patrol.

Marland left office in January 1939 and returned 
to Ponca City with plans to rebuild Marland Oil. 
In 1940 he made an unsuccessful bid for the U.S. 
House of  Representatives. 

He died October 3, 1941, from heart disease.

PALACE ON THE PRAIRIE
Marland owned the mansion until 1941. He 
retained ownership while he served in Congress 
and as governor of  Oklahoma, using it for parties, 
special events, and as his campaign headquar-
ters when he ran for office. Shortly before he 
died, he sold the estate but left the cottage and 

MARLAND
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surrounding land to his widow, Lydie.
 The property was purchased by the Dis-

calced Carmelite Fathers, a group of  monks, 
and sold to the Sisters of  St. Felix in 1948. 

 In 1975, the Felician Sisters announced their 
plans to sell the mansion and surrounding prop-
erty. Conoco and the City of  Ponca City each 
agreed to pay half. Marland’s widow, Lydie, 
returned after a long absence to encourage the 
citizens to support a one-cent sales tax and save 
the mansion. The sales tax issue passed, and 
Ponca City became the owner of  the Marland 
Estate for a total purchase price of  $1.4 million. 

The estate’s mission is to preserve the historic 

landmark, educate the public about E.W. Mar-
land and his family and to authentically portray 
the Marlands’ lifestyle during the 1920s and ‘30s. 

Guests can tour the mansion and other 
original buildings, including the Lydie Marland 
Cottage and the Marland Oil Museum. The 
space can also be rented for weddings and other 
special events. ■

RIGHT: Winner of E.W. 
Marland’s pioneer woman 
competition, Bryant Baker’s 
“Confident” 

To learn more, visit 
www.marlandmansion.com.

http://www.marlandmansion.com
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MARLAND

ABOVE: Overlooking one of 
the most spectacular vistas 
on the estate, the South 
Salon was used as the living 
room. The floor is terrazzo, 
a compound of crushed 
marble and concrete. Each 
section was individually 
poured between brass 
dividers.

LEFT: Two mirroring 
staircases leading up to 
the Gallery level feature 
domed ceilings of 24-karat 
gold leaf mosaic. Designed 
and put together in place 
by Florentine mural artist 
Vincent Maragliotti, the 
mosaics feature many color-
ful angels.
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Polar Tankers
Assuring safety, compliance and operations excellence
BY JAN HESTER, PHOTOGRAPHY BY PATRICK CURREY

APPROACHING THE POLAR ADVENTURE ON A SMALL LAUNCH, I WAS STUNNED BY ITS 

MASSIVE PROPORTIONS — AND THE NUMBER OF STEPS I’D HAVE TO CLIMB TO REACH THE SHIP’S 

DECK. DURING MY BELOW-DECK TOUR OF THE SHIP’S ENGINE ROOM, MACHINE SHOP AND OTHER 

OPERATIONAL AREAS, I WAS OVERWHELMED BY THE AMOUNT OF EFFORT AND COMMITMENT IT 

TAKES TO KEEP THE FLEET OPERATING SMOOTHLY AND SAFELY.

For the Polar Tankers team, Conoco Phillips’ 
SPIRIT Values provide the foundation upon which 
everything is based. And those values played an 
important role when the team tackled a chal-
lenging issue: ever-increasing regulatory 
oversight of  the maritime industry accom-
panied by heavy administrative demands 
on the ship’s senior crew members. As the 
amount of  time required for performing 
administrative duties increased, the ship’s 
senior officers faced limited time for super-
visory responsibilities, including in the 
critical areas of  safety leadership, personnel 
training and development. 

To ease the pressure on senior officers 
and ensure full compliance with regula-
tions, policies and procedures, in 2006, the 
Polar Tankers team launched its innovative 
Quality Assurance Officer (QAO) program. 
Experienced deck and engine department 
officers from the Polar Tanker fleet, the QAOs 
serve as liaison between the office, ship’s captain, 
first officers and the working level crew members 
on issues such as safety, compliance and training.

ONE JOB, MANY ROLES
Mark Franks, manager, Quality, Regulatory & 
Environmental Affairs, who oversees the QAO 
program, explained why it’s so special. 

“We started the program because it’s important 
to comply fully with all regulations, and this func-
tion relieves the senior officers of  a lot of  duties,” 
said Franks. “It enables the captain to focus on 

supervising the ship, navigating and mentoring 
members of  the team.” 

The program presents an excellent develop-
mental opportunity for senior officers, offer-
ing participants the chance to build mentoring 
relationships and gain a better understanding of  
business challenges throughout the organization.

“We give these individuals an opportunity 
to expand their knowledge of  what’s going on 

RIGHT: A launch pulls along-
side the Polar Adventure’s 
port side to deliver crew 
members and supplies. The 
long staircase leads to the 
ship’s deck.
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ship-wide,” Franks said. “They step out of  their 
normal roles and learn how to perform compo-
nents of  jobs other than their own. They’re tasked 
with becoming experts in providing guidance. It’s 
an excellent chance to mentor crew members and 
be mentored by other vessel leaders.”

There are currently 10 individuals serving in 
the QAO program. This allows for 100 percent 
coverage on each of  the vessels. Like all Polar 
Tankers officers, they work 60 days on and 60 
days off. QAOs typically have between eight and 
15 years of  sea time and generally spend two to 
three years in the program. Candidates are nor-
mally senior officers who are considered potential 
captains, chief  mates, chief  engineers and first 
assistant engineers. 

One of  the most critical services the QAO pro-
vides is reducing the number of  distractions that 
impact senior officers. As a master (captain) and 
one of  the original QAOs, Wayne Komulainen has 
seen the program from both vantage points. 

“The captain and chief  engineer have clearly 
defined responsibilities, so as other needs come 

Captain Wayne 
Komulainen

These structures located above deck include the ship’s bridge, living quarters, 
offices and engine components, including the exhaust.



Polar Adventure
facts at a glance

One of �ve
Endeavour-class tankers
owned and operated
by ConocoPhillips

Delivers crude oil from Alaska’s 
North Slope to ports along the 
U.S. West Coast and Hawaii

Built in 2004 by Northrop 
Grumman Ship Systems

LENGTH:

892 ft. (272 m)

WIDTH:

151 ft. (46 m)

DEPTH:

86 ft. (26.3 m)

DEEPEST DRAFT:

57.5 ft. (17.5m)

DEADWEIGHT: 

141,000 tons

CRUDE OIL
CAPACITY: 

approx. 1 million barrels

ENGINES: 

two 15,000 BHP, 
slow speed diesels

TOP SPEED: 

16 knots

RANGE: 

12,500 nautical miles
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nautical miles
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up, you’re distracted from your actual duties,” 
said Komulainen. “The QAO handles those issues 
and allows the captain to focus more clearly on 
doing his job.” 

First Engineer Rob Wood, who recently com-
pleted his QAO tenure, emphasizes the value of  
having a senior mariner on board with a flexible 
position.

“Every officer of  the ship has a full plate, with 
well-defined roles and no flexibility. They’re very 
busy. The work never ends, it just resets,” said 
Wood. “The QAO is flexible, isn’t tasked into a 
corner and has the opportunity to interact with all 
departments on the vessel. For example, as a QAO 
I was able to observe the bridge team maneuver-
ing the vessel to the dock in Valdez. That helped 
me better appreciate what was involved, which 
will carry over when I return to engineering.” 

QAOs further enhance the program’s value by 
sharing what they learn with each other and with 
the crews as they move from ship to ship. As an 
example, Franks cites Wood’s contributions while 
in the program. 

“Rob provided real, hands-on insight into our 
hot work policy because he was a member of  the 
crew who actually did the hot work,” Franks said. 
“He worked directly with the HSE department on 
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LEFT: Descending into the 
ship’s operational areas

BELOW: Part of the ship’s 
instrument panel

shore to improve the policy.”
Wood also used existing industry presentations on 

emergency response practices as a jumping-off point 
to develop a Polar-specific training document. 

“The tool was shared with all the ships in the 
fleet to provide safety training that is customized 
for our vessels and operations,” Franks said. 

Wood sums it up: “Having a QAO means there’s 
another experienced mariner on the vessel, an offi-
cer with many years of  service. I may not be able 
to satisfy a deck officer’s role, but I can assist. In the 
engineering department I can assume the role of  an 
officer when needed. Adaptability and flexibility are 
the greatest strengths of  the program.”

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
Over the past 17 years, the maritime regulatory 
environment has changed dramatically. From inter-
national to federal to state and even local, the Polar 

Tankers team has to meet regulatory requirements 
that differ from one location to another. Time along-
side a dock ranges from 12 to 18 hours, depending 
on shore configurations for loading or discharging, 
so it can be challenging to balance regulatory work 
and rest hours during the 24/7, ever-changing work 
periods.

The QAO is responsible for ensuring that Polar 
Tankers operations comply with all corporate, 
functional and regulatory requirements, work-
ing with the officers on board the vessel and shore 
staff  to make sure that all business processes are 



implemented appropriately. In addition to acting as 
vessel lead and liaison in the auditing and vetting pro-
cesses, the QAOs also inspect the vessel and perform 
self-assessments to ensure full compliance. 

“Regulation never ramps down, it only ramps up. For 
example, a few years ago Washington State imposed 
their own regulations above and beyond the federal 
ones, and California has done the same,” Komulainen 
said. “Recently the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) increased regulations on the handling 
of  ballast water, which will require the installation of  
treatment and filtration systems, impacting operations 
and adding cost. Ballast exchange for invasive species 
coming in from foreign ports has been around for sev-
eral years. The regulations have now been enhanced to 
cover vessels transiting from port to port domestically.”

With every policy, procedure or regulation comes 
an inspection process. Inspectors — whether internal 
auditors or external vettors — have to be accompanied 
while they’re on the ship. Another key responsibility 
of  the QAO is overseeing the inspection process. They 
prepare the vessel, facilitate the inspection, host auditors 
and answer questions. If  gaps are identified, QAOs work 
with management and vessel personnel to correct them 
and track them to closure. 

“Customers’ risk assessments have also increased. 
Before they use Conoco Phillips vessels, client com-
panies such as refiners want to make sure they are 
working with a good operator that will not jeopardize 
their operations,” Wood said. “The five Polar Tankers 
have more than 40 audits per year — including internal, 
corporate, class society and third-party companies.” 
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Training the trainers
The current QAOs and their managers recently 
gathered in Bellingham, Washington, for the rollout 
of a new safety improvement program. This proactive 
measure modifies the old job hazard analysis (JHA) by 
breaking it into integral parts and incorporating the 
Conoco Phillips Life Saving Rules.

The new procedure was not driven by any safety 
incidents and will feature a task risk assessment 
that ranks each component of all jobs, with the goal 
of getting people to do their jobs in a safer, more 
environmental way that incorporates vessel integrity, 
personnel safety and environmental responsibility.

Mark Franks, 
manager, Quality, 
Regulatory & 
Environmental 
Affairs

Polar Tankers QAOs and managers 
at the Bellingham meeting



While escorting an inspector may sound straight-
forward, it’s not. QAO Mark Middleton, who is two 
and a half  years into his assignment, explains. 

“The burden, previously on the captain, is now 
on the QAO,” Middleton said. “It’s high pressure, 
and the QAO is stretched thin to meet all the 
demands of  one inspector. We wouldn’t be able to 
have two inspectors on the ship at the same time.”

SUPPORTING CORPORATE INITIATIVES
Global Marine Manager John Dabbar emphasized 
that the QAO program supports the company’s 
commitment to the four active systems involved 
in operations excellence (OE): asset and opera-
tional integrity; maintenance and reliability; plan-
ning and scheduling; and production surveillance 
optimization. 

“On a ship, the actual performance of  these 
duties is the responsibility of  the department 
heads,” Dabbar said, “but the QAO ensures effec-
tive change management. For example, there is a 
new-regulations training program for everybody 
on the ship, as well as people returning, regardless 
of  what OE system they’re dealing with.” 

Dabbar also noted that, while it was founded 
almost 10 years ago, the program delivers on the 
2015 COST Project philosophies of  business unit 
self-assurance and business unit implementation 

of  OE active systems. 
“The OE work we’ve done in the fleet is in 

great part what resulted in, and was successful 
because of, the QAO program,” Dabbar said. 

SAFETY ALWAYS COMES FIRST 
Safety is the company’s first SPIRIT Value and 
Polar Tankers’ overarching priority. It’s the QAO’s 
responsibility to keep the ship’s crew safe by act-
ing as a champion for the company’s HSE policy, 
assisting with training and promoting company-
sponsored safety programs. 

Onboard, the QAO continuously monitors the 
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ABOVE: First Engineer 
Rob Wood

POLAR TANKER

The ship’s deck sits atop 
tanks that hold ballast 
water and up to one million 
barrels of crude oil. Each 
crude tank is double-hulled, 
with an outer layer of water.
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ship’s safety, quality, environmental and manage-
ment systems (SQEMS) through frequent inspec-
tions of  policies, processes and quality records. 
The SQEMS platform, certified to American 
Bureau of  Shipping standards, features all busi-
ness aspects in one system, developed specifically 
for Polar Tankers. 

“Everything we do is written down in the 
management system, updated instantaneously 
and announced to the fleet,” Franks said. “QAOs 
quickly become subject-matter experts, devel-
oping expertise in HSE policies and procedures 
across all departments on the vessel. It’s one of  
the developmental learning opportunities associ-
ated with the program.” 

QAOs regularly attend each department’s 
safety meetings, conduct training and educate 
crew members on policies and procedures. 

“The QAOs coordinate their efforts closely with 
HSE shoreside,” Komulainen said. “They’re in an 
excellent position to provide input on policies that 
haven’t been rolled out yet, as well as identify the 
need for changes to existing policies when some-
thing isn’t working well. Also, because they’re so 
familiar with everyone’s roles and responsibilities, 
they can explain requirements and procedures to 
the crew in a meaningful way.” 

The program extends the responsibility 
for health, safety and operational compliance 
beyond the captain and his officers to the rank 
and file crew members. The QAO is in a unique 
position to be a constant safety reminder, 

ON BOARD: who does what?
In general, a merchant vessel is divided 
into three departments:

• Deck

• Engineering

• Stewards/food department

All are accountable to the captain (or mas-
ter) of the ship, who is in command of the 
vessel and responsible for it at all times.

 The deck department is generally 

responsible for managing the ship’s 
navigation, cargo handling and the safety 
of the ship and crew. Senior deck officers/
chain of command:

• Chief mate 

• Second and third mates

The engineering department is respon-
sible for the ship’s engine room, includ-
ing operation, repair and maintenance 
of all machinery. Senior engine officers/

chain of command:

• Chief engineer

• First, second and third assistant 
engineers 

The steward’s staff, small compared to the 
engine and deck groups, is headed up by 
the chief steward. The team is responsible 
for ensuring that goods are ordered and 
stocked, prepared and served.

ABOVE: One of the ship’s 
two main engines 

RIGHT: QAO Mark 
Middleton
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addressing issues in greater detail than a more 
senior officer would have time to do. 

As Middleton described the role, “I’m a teacher, 
not a policeman.”

QAOs also conduct vessel familiarization and 
safety training for new employees, contractors 
and visitors when they join a vessel. 

The results speak for themselves. Thanks to the 
QAO program, the organization has improved 
compliance, as demonstrated by a significant 
reduction in the number of  vetting findings, 
nonconformity reports and improved ship/shore 
interaction, communications and teamwork.  

IT’S COMPLICATED
Peter, the protagonist in the film “Office Space,” 
verbalized his frustration with his job: “I have 
eight different bosses.” Rob Wood finds that close 
to reality, but in a positive way. 

“If  it was uttered by a QAO, it would not be 
far from the truth,” Wood said. “It is one of  the 
strengths of  the program.” 

QAOs are experienced deck and engineer-
ing officers that, until they enter the program, 
have had a relatively narrow focus. Their official 
supervisors continue to be the manager of  Fleet 
Operations or Fleet Engineering, but they also 
report to the manager of  Quality, Regulatory & 
Environmental Affairs, who oversees the pro-
gram. While onboard a ship they report to the 
captain and chief  engineer; during shipyard and 
critical area inspection plan periods they report to 
an engineering superintendent. 

“Also, QAOs are frequently assigned special 

projects working for other managers inside and 
outside the Polar Tankers organization,” Wood 
adds. “Working for that many people, with differ-
ent responsibilities and expertise, broadens focus 
and builds respect for the roles each member of  
the team plays.” 

LIAISON
Improved communication is another benefit of  
the program, with the QAO facilitating a more 
effective exchange of  information between the 
vessels and those in the office. Every two weeks 
the QAOs on board and shore personnel partici-
pate in a conference call, providing a format for 
them to share information, provide updates on 
program goals and ensure that efforts are unified 
and consistent across the fleet. 

QAOs also maintain an open line of  
communication between the senior officers 
and crew members. “We make sure the crew 
members are operating within the SQEMS 
requirements and address the issues they would 
have in the past had to ask the captain about,” 
QAO Mark Middleton said.

As the program has continued to evolve, the 
SPIRIT Values have anchored the program, and 
QAOs have enabled captains to continue doing 
what they do best.

“The ship is a separate, self-sufficient unit sur-
rounded by water, at times hundreds of  miles 
from land and always on the move when not in 
port,” Captain Wayne Komulainen noted. “It’s a 
highly diversified job. It’s busy, not boring. Condi-
tions are always changing.” ■

LEFT: The Polar Tanker 
Adventure, at anchor in 
Anacortes, Washington
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LOYALTY BROUGHT SANDRA MCCLINTOCK 
TO CONOCO PHILLIPS, and in 2014, she 
celebrated her 40th anniversary with the 
company. Born and raised in Bartlesville with brief 
work assignments in Anchorage, Phoenix, Long 
Beach and Norway, Sandra now serves as U.S. 
Payroll supervisor.

“My father, Oscar Nowlin, retired from the 
Phillips 66 Research Center with more than 
40 years of service, so loyalty is a big thing in 
our family,” Sandra said. “The company has been 
good to us. I never desired to go anywhere else, 
and I’m fortunate that my job has allowed me to 
stay here.”

Sandra joined Phillips Petroleum Co. through 
a “cooperative office education” high school pro-
gram. At the age of 17, she was considered under 
age and had to obtain a work permit.

“My parents had to sign an agreement,” Sandra 
said. “I started in the mailroom and spent the 
first five years of my career on the facilities side 
of things. The rest of my time here has been in 
Human Resources (HR), but I wouldn’t trade those 
first five years for anything.”

Sandra delivered company mail as the first 
female truck driver for Phillips. “When I started, 
we processed more than a ton of paper, mail and 
magazines a day in Bartlesville and sent it out to 
all of our various locations. A mail car ran every 
night to the Oklahoma panhandle, Borger and 
Odessa, Texas. It was a pretty big production. 
Now you hardly see paper mail at all; it’s mostly 
electronic.”

She later worked in warehouse operations. Her 
career path changed when she went to work 
for Donald L. Bruner, an HR manager who would 
become her mentor.

“I wanted to be his secretary, but first I had to 
pass the shorthand test,” Sandra said. “I passed 
the test, but I used speed writing instead of 
Gregg shorthand, so they wouldn’t qualify me 

for the job until I took a class in shorthand. Once 
I had the job I never used shorthand again. Don 
believed in me and gave me an opportunity. I’ve 
been in HR ever since.”

Sandra worked for many years in the benefits 
and payroll departments in HR Shared Services. 
She’s seen many company and community 
changes over the years, 
and each time she was 
reminded of the advice 
of an executive secre-
tary who once told her, 
“If you work for an oil 
company long enough, 
every 10 to 20 years, 
history will repeat itself.”

“And so far she’s 
been right,” Sandra said. 
“Loyalty today is not 
like it was in the past. 
The younger genera-
tion can come in and 
work here, and if they 
like it, they stick around. 
If they don’t like it, they 
go someplace else. In 
my generation, if you 
got the job, you kept 
it and treated it like 
it was the best thing 
you ever got. Usually it 
reciprocated.”

Sandra said one of the best rewards of her 
career was being able to help those who 
needed it.

“The managers I helped saw me grow up 
through this company until their retirement, and 
then I was taking care of them,” Sandra said. “They 
did right by me, and I did well for them. One of 
the most rewarding things I could ever do was to 
help these folks.” ■

Sandra McClintock
Bartlesville loyal 
BY NATASHA MITCHELL

ABOVE: Sandra stands in 
front of Bartlesville’s original 
Santa Fe railroad depot. 
Built in 1909, it was first 
renovated in 1946 and used 
for passenger service until 
1971. Phillips Petroleum 
bought the depot in 1983, 
renovated it, and donated 
it to the Chamber of 
Commerce in 1998.
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YOU’D BE HARD PRESSED TO FIND  
SOMEONE at Conoco Phillips more engaging 
than James Viray. He approaches every conversa-
tion with an incredible amount of energy, which 
you quickly realize is a key component of what’s 
gotten him to where he is today. What’s even 

more impressive is his relent-
less commitment to making 
a positive impact on the 
world — in both business 
and his personal life.

Even the most glamor-
ous career paths tend to 
have less than extraordinary 
beginnings, like working as 
a host at the Olive Garden 
or making calls as a tele-
marketer under the name 
Vincent James because 
his boss didn’t think James 
Viray sounded “authoritative 
enough.” Although seem-

ingly irrelevant at the time, these positions were 
an excellent training ground to practice and 
refine interpersonal skills that would prove criti-
cally important to his future success.

James’ career aspirations started to take shape 
after a visit to the National Museum of American 
History in Washington, D.C. While checking out 
the exhibit on the Constitutional Convention, he 
experienced a life-changing moment.

“I had a realization about what an impact our 
founding fathers had, not only on our country, 
but on so many other countries that modeled 
their constitutions and democratic institu-
tions after ours, and followed our examples for 
protecting individuals’ rights,” he said. “I was so 
impressed by it, and I knew I wanted to have 
more than just a cool job — I wanted to make a 
real difference.”

That’s what he’s been doing ever since.

Leaving his glamorous, jet-setting job as the 
international market development manager of a 
nutritional/dietary supplements company, James 
immediately applied to graduate school. He was 
accepted at The George Washington University’s 
Elliot School of International Affairs and later 
earned his master’s degree in international affairs 
and development. 

While in school, he served as deputy director 
for an international non-governmental organiza-
tion, gaining valuable field experience protecting 
human rights and democracy in several African 
countries. His work with U.S. and foreign devel-
opment agencies did not go unnoticed, and in 
2006, he received a presidential appointment 
to the position of director, International Labor & 
Corporate Social Responsibility at the U.S. State 
Department. 

In this role, James helped U.S. businesses with 
operations abroad manage their social impacts, 
focusing primarily on human rights. Knowing 
how to balance the wants and needs of many 
different stakeholder groups and facilitating 
collaboration between opposing parties are valu-
able skills he’s applied in his current role as senior 
sustainability advisor in Conoco Phillips’ Supply 
Chain organization.

James is also the vice chair of the board of 
directors for Operation Underground Railroad 
(O.U.R.), an international nonprofit that rescues 
and rehabilitates children who are victims of 
human trafficking.

“It’s a tough issue to talk about, but it’s really all 
about hope,” said James. “O.U.R. brings new lives 
to these children and provides them with some-
thing they’ve only dreamed about.”

With all of this in mind, it’s safe to say that this 
husband and father of two is making the real 
difference he aspired to nearly 15 years ago dur-
ing that trip to D.C. And with all that energy and 
experience, there’s sure to be more to come. ■

James Viray
Inspired by history to make a difference in the future 
BY CHRISTINA KUHL
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ABOVE: James Viray, his wife, 
Marianne, and their son 
Noah pose with Secretary 
of State Condoleezza Rice in 
2008 during James’ time as a 
presidential appointee at the 
U.S. Department of State.

OPPOSITE PAGE: James Viray 
displays a Dhiil, a container 
used for storing camel milk 
or water, which he picked 
up while working in Somalia 
in 2002. James said camel’s 
milk is ‘definitely an acquired 
taste.’

http://www.ourrescue.org


James Viray
Inspired by history to make a difference in the future 
BY CHRISTINA KUHL
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AS A CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER WITH 
15 YEARS OF SERVICE in the Norwegian Armed 
Forces, Øystein Lid knows what it means to 
be prepared. Director of Crisis Management & 
Emergency Response (CMER) and Security, he 
leads the group in ensuring that Conoco Phillips 
Norway is always ready to deal with incidents 
that the team is trained to avoid.

Øystein is back on home turf after climbing 
the ranks in the military. He began as a conscript 
medic and then took officer training courses 
before completing his military education as an 
engineer, specializing in rock structures.

“The military is a good workplace. When the 
opportunity presented itself, I attended the 
two-year Norwegian Defense University College, 
where I received valuable management training 
and insight into vital functions of society.”

He then served as head of the building stock 
in southwest Norway and was eventually put 
in charge of buildings, ports, airports, artillery 
bunkers and rock cavern facilities in Rogaland 
County, home to Stavanger. “It was an exciting 
time. I was in charge of 75 people and held the 
rank of major.” 

When a major restructuring of the Armed 
Forces started in 2001, he was given the 
chance to earn a civil engineering degree in 
offshore structural engineering and safety at the 
University of Stavanger. After some initial hesita-
tion, he embraced the opportunity.

He and his wife were presented with a chal-
lenge when their first son was born deaf. They 
had to learn to understand his situation and to 
meet his special needs, which included the chal-
lenge of learning sign language.

“After nine years of training, I’m frequently 
informed by him that I’m still only mediocre 
in sign language,” Øystein said, smiling. The 
whole family uses sign language when they are 

together, and their two younger sons learned to 
sign before they could talk.

Øystein’s son’s hearing loss taught him to 
become more understanding and more accept-
ing of other people’s differences. He commu-
nicates clearly and tries to ensure that others 
receive and understand the message he delivers 
— good leadership skills 
he uses with his team of six 
employees.

To nurture his passion 
for carpentry, he oversees 
a carpentry group for chil-
dren ages 6 to 13 years. 

“There is good recreation 
in carpentry. When I bring 
guests into the ‘inner sanc-
tum’ of my home, we head 
for the shop to study tools.”

Øystein is a big guy 
who enjoys the outdoors. 
He has twice competed 
in tandem with a visu-
ally impaired friend on a 
350-mile bicycle race from 
Trondheim to Oslo. He also 
enjoys cross-country skiing in the mountains.

“Although I’m less competitive now, I still bike 
as fast as I can. Great touring experiences have 
become more important, and shared experi-
ences mean more. My elderly father, sister and 
I go hiking in the mountains every year. It’s 
a great family tradition that’s all about being 
together and enjoying the great outdoors.” 

Øystein is always on the lookout for healthy, 
inclusive activities and opportunities to explore 
the joy of creating. His creative enthusiasm and 
leadership skills play a valuable role as Conoco-
Phillips builds and maintains a sound emer-
gency preparedness platform. ■

Øystein Lid
A leader prepared by experience
BY TORE FALCK
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ABOVE: Øystein in the Norway 
emergency preparedness 
center ensuring that Conoco-
Phillips Norway is ready 
to deal with incidents that 
everyone is trained to avoid.

OPPOSITE PAGE: After 15 years 
of service in the Norwegian 
Armed Forces, Øystein Lid 
knows how to build and 
maintain a sound emergency 
preparedness platform — 
and enjoys good recreation 
through carpentry.



Lance focuses on the COST Project 
at Mid-Year Global Town Hall
It’s tradition. Every year, 
Conoco Phillips Chairman & 
CEO Ryan Lance holds two 
global town halls — one 
in February and one in late 
summer — in addition to his 
year-long schedule of local 
employee meetings around 
the world. 

This year, on July 30, interest in what 
Lance had to say about the company-
wide COST Project was understandably 
high. More than 500 employees packed 
the Houston Fitness Center gymnasium, 
and an additional 14,000 plus tuned in 
to the live webcast. In the weeks that fol-
lowed, thousands more watched the full 
one-hour video replay of Lance’s remarks.

The COST Project launched in March 
under the direction of Cost Optimiza-
tion Vice President Michael Hatfield, 
formerly vice president of the Rockies 
business unit. His team was tasked with 
identifying ways to refocus Conoco-
Phillips’ business for a future of relatively 
low, volatile commodity prices. The 
COST team’s basic goal was to examine 
how the company works and set the 
stage for a successful future.

Lance began his COST discussion with 
a quick tour through the company’s evo-
lution. He started with the 2002 merger 
of Conoco and Phillips, moved through 
the 2012 split that spun off downstream 

and midstream businesses, and conclud-
ed with today’s enterprise — the world’s 
largest independent E&P company based 
on production and proved reserves. 

“Now, with so much volatility in the 
marketplace, it’s time to tackle the 
company’s structure,” Lance said. “This is 
something we wanted to do at the spin, 

but now we have a compelling reason 
to make that change.”

He stressed that the COST Project was 
not simply a reaction to the price envi-
ronment, but “the right thing to do… 
We were going to do this regardless of 
price. Price accelerates it.”

The process starts with the company’s 
operating philosophies. Instead of 
the center-led and center-focused 
approach Conoco Phillips took as an 
integrated company, the new operating 
philosophy will involve greater business 

unit accountability, transparency and 
responsibility. Such a transition will 
require cultural and behavioral changes 
across the company. 

“Everybody has to play ball,” Lance 
said. “It’s about taking a risk-based ap-
proach to our business. How we operate 
and govern a five-well development in 

a small gas field in Wyoming ought to 
be different from the way we operate 
and govern an offshore platform in 
the North Sea, or at Bayu-Undan, or in 
China. Instead of being one-size-fits-all 
and universal, we need to be more risk-
based and fit-for-purpose.”

Lance stressed that Conoco Phillips 
would maintain some strong functional 
capability in the center, calling it differen-
tial to the company’s independent com-
petition. “But we’re going to right-size 
it. We’ll have the capability to help the 
business units, but it’s not going to be 
pushed on them by the center. Instead, 
the business units will need to pull from 
the center. That’s a cultural and behav-
ioral change we’ll all have to make.” 

The COST Project team was given 
an aggressive schedule. By the July 30 
town hall, it was well on track to deliver 
recommendations in August that would 
allow the company to make changes in 
the fourth quarter.

“The fourth quarter will be a busy 
one as we start implementing those 
changes and philosophies,” Lance said. 
“It will touch us all.” ■

“Instead of being one-size-fits-all and universal, we need to be more 

risk-based and fit-for-purpose.”  — RYAN LANCE
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Conoco Phillips has safely delivered first oil at its  
Surmont 2 in-situ oil sands facility in Canada, marking a 
significant milestone for the megaproject.
“The oil sands are an important part of 
our portfolio,” said Ryan Lance, chair-
man and chief executive officer. “We’re 
pleased to see a project of this magni-
tude move from the capital phase to the 
production phase, knowing that it will 
produce for decades to come. Achiev-
ing this milestone on 
schedule demonstrates 
our continued com-
mitment to meet our 
operational targets.”

Construction of the 
Surmont 2 facility, the 
largest single-phase 
steam-assisted gravity 
drainage (SAGD) project ever under-
taken, began in 2010. Earlier this year, 
Conoco Phillips announced first steam, 
the initial step towards production. Since 
that milestone, steam has successfully 
heated the reservoir to a point where 

the well pairs can be converted to a 
SAGD configuration that allows the oil 
to flow. Production was declared once 
the inspected product was successfully 
routed to sales tanks.

Production will ramp up through 2017, 
adding approximately 118,000 barrels of 

oil per day (BOD) in gross capacity. Total 
gross capacity for Surmont 1 and 2 is 
expected to reach 150,000 BOD.

Conoco Phillips Canada President Ken 
Lueers attributes this accomplishment to 
the hard work of the men and women 

who built the megaproject.
“To achieve this milestone on sched-

ule is a testament to the tremendous 
dedication, continuous hard work and 
relentless focus on safety and execu-
tion,” said Lueers. “I am incredibly proud 
of the teams who have contributed to 
this success.”  

The Sur-
mont project 
is located in 
the Athabasca 
Region of north-
eastern Alberta, 
Canada, approxi-
mately 35 miles 
(63 kilometers) 
southeast of 
Fort McMurray. 
Surmont is operated by Conoco Phillips 
under a 50/50 joint venture agreement 
with Total E&P Canada.

To learn more about the Surmont 
project, read the second quarter 2015 
spirit Magazine cover story, “Surmont 2 
springs to life.” ■

“To achieve this milestone on schedule is a 

testament to the tremendous dedication, 

continuous hard work and relentless focus on 

safety and execution.”  — KEN LUEERS

Conoco Phillips delivers first oil at Surmont 2

Ken Lueers
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Crude Exports:  
An interview 
with U.S. Senator 
Heidi Heitkamp 
U.S. Senator Heidi Heitkamp (D-ND) has 
been a strong voice in favor of lifting the 
ban on U.S. crude oil exports. In recent 
months she introduced legislation to re-
peal the ban and is working with Senator 
Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), chairwoman 
of the Senate Committee on Energy & 
Natural Resources, to build bipartisan 
support. Senator Heitkamp sat down 
with Andrew Lundquist, senior vice 
president, Government Affairs, to discuss 
crude oil exports. View the full interview 
on www.powerincooperation.com. 

Q: How will exporting U.S. crude oil 
impact gasoline prices?

A: We know from the research that’s 
been done by economists across 
the country, from very different 
ideological think tanks, that export-
ing crude oil will do one thing that 
people don’t expect: It will lower 
the gasoline price. Because our 
gasoline prices are based on the 
international price, and we believe 
that allowing American exports into 
the international market will actually 
drive down international prices, 

we expect to see a decline in the 
amount that we pay at the pump if 
we allow for exports. 

Q: Why do you support exports?

A: Because I believe that I’m sup-
porting consumers. I believe that 
I’m supporting an industry that is 
promoting self-sufficiency and also 
creating jobs in our country. And I 
also believe that I am supporting 
international stability by providing 
for energy security in the global 
markets. 

Q: What are the geopolitical impacts 
of lifting the ban?

A: U.S.-produced oil is produced un-
der some of the most rigorous en-
vironmental standards, in fact, the 
highest environmental standards in 

the world. This is a product that we 
know can be competitive. I think 
that it will displace other kinds of oil 
coming not just from places where 
they don’t worry about environ-
mental standards, but places where 
they use the proceeds to fund ter-
rorism against our country. It would 
be a travesty to say we are going to 
lift sanctions on Iran, but we aren’t 
going to lift the embargo, or the 
ban, in America. 

Q: How will oil exports increase capi-
tal investment in the U.S.?

A: We know that allowing for access to 
a global market will increase our cap-
ital investment. Capital investment 
equals economic opportunity, which 
equals jobs, which equals a future for 
the industry and our country. ■

There's a mismatch between oil being
produced in the U.S and the country's
re�nery capabilities.

The U.S. is the new global leader in oil and
natural gas production.

A growing number of experts from various
backgrounds support lifting the ban. 

Visit www.powerincooperation.com to learn more.
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There's a mismatch between oil being
produced in the U.S and the country's
re�nery capabilities.

The U.S. is the new global leader in oil and
natural gas production.

Free trade of U.S. crude oil would protect
and create jobs and spur economic growth
in all 50 states.

Multiple independent studies predict
gasoline prices will decrease if the ban is
repealed.

Removing the ban o�ers energy security
and diversity for U.S. allies.

A growing number of experts from various
backgrounds support lifting the ban. 

Visit www.powerincooperation.com to learn more.
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Removing the ban o�ers 
energy security and diversity 
for U.S. allies.

Free trade of U.S. crude oil 
would protect and create jobs 
and spur economic growth in 
all 50 states.

Multiple independent 
studies predict gasoline 
prices will decrease if the 
ban is repealed.
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Unmanned aircraft systems event offers 
insight about soaring technology

ABOVE: Doug Schwartz, 
manager, Global Aviation 
Services

BOTTOM LEFT: Eric 
Thompson, of 
AeroVironment, displays 
an unmanned aircraft 
system during the July 8 
global teleconference in 
Houston.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Ben 
Ratliff, aviation safety 
advisor, Global Aviation 
Services

BY DAVID AUSTIN

Interest in unmanned aircraft 
systems is soaring.

Conoco Phillips’ Global Aviation Ser-
vices and Technology organizations are 
working together to identify opportu-
nities for utilizing unmanned aircraft 
systems (UAS), also known as drones, in 
areas such as exploration, inspections, 
data collection and safety. 

On July 8, the two organizations 
hosted a teleconference to help shed 
light on UAS for a global company audi-
ence. The event drew a bustling crowd 
at corporate headquarters in Houston, 
and more than 135 colleagues watched 

a live webcast in locations worldwide.
The two-hour event offered insight 

into how UAS are currently being used 
by Conoco Phillips, as well as how that 
usage could evolve in the near future. 
Representatives from AeroVironment, a 
company specializing in UAS, were on 
hand to cover a range of topics, from 
regulations to the types of systems cur-
rently available.

“There is a lot of interest in UAS, and I’m 
glad we could provide our colleagues in 
business units throughout the company 
with more insight about them,” said 
Doug Schwartz, manager, Global Aviation 
Services. “We are always interested in 

working more efficiently, and I think UAS 
can help us in that regard. This emerging 
technology has the potential to provide 
cost-effective solutions that improve the 
way we do business and make us safer.”

Featured at the global teleconfer-
ence were some actual UAS brought by 
AeroVironment. Presentations addressed 
export controls and IT considerations, as 
well as a general overview of the day’s 
event. 

GAS in Alaska was recognized for its in-
novative use of UAS technology to make 
work safer by reducing man hours and 
emissions. The teleconference closed 
with a Q&A session. 

“My entire career has been spent in the 
aviation industry, and I have seen many 
technologies described as game changers 
that never really were,” said Schwartz. “But 
UAS are a different story. I believe they are 
going to rock the aviation world.” ■
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50 years with the Ekofisk license
Conoco Phillips is well-prepared for the future in the Greater Ekofisk 
Area. Three new platforms have been constructed, the infrastructure 
has been updated and many new wells are being drilled to ensure 
continued production from fields in the area.
BY KJELL UNDALL

The Ekofisk field is today among the 
biggest producers on the Norwegian 
Shelf, with many years of production 
still to come. In addition to Ekofisk itself, 
Eldfisk, Embla and Tor constitute the 
four producing fields in the Greater 

Ekofisk Area, located in block 2/4, at the 
southern tip of the Norwegian sector of 
the North Sea.

Fifty years have now passed since the 
Norwegian government announced 
the first, and still the largest ever, licens-
ing round. This happened after Norway 

reached an agreement with the U.K. and 
Denmark regarding demarcation of the 
North Sea and the Norwegian govern-
ment had established regulations for 
“exploring and exploiting subsea petro-
leum deposits on the Norwegian part of 
the Continental Shelf.”

The first licensing round comprised 
a total of 278 blocks. The application 
deadline was in June, and two months 
later, the Norwegian minister of indus-
try announced that Phillips Petroleum 
had been awarded operatorship for the 
PL018 on behalf of the Phillips Group. 
The company had signalled interest in 
the Norwegian Shelf as early as 1962, 
and registered the subsidiary Phillips 
Petroleum Norsk in the Oslo Business 
Register in the fall of 1964.

The Ekofisk field was discovered in De-
cember 1969, and production started only 
18 months later, on June 9, 1971. The field 
produced to buoy loaders in the early 
years, and the oil has been transported by 
pipeline to Teesside in the U.K. since 1975. 
October of this year marks 40 years since 
the first crude oil was received at the 
Teesside terminal.

The current production license for 
PL018 is valid until 2028. Conoco Phillips is 
the operator with an ownership interest 
of 35.11 percent. ■

Fifty years have now passed 

since the Norwegian 

government announced the 

first, and still the largest ever, 

licensing round. 

Ocean Viking discovered Ekofisk in 1969.

ABOVE: Ekofisk workers 
in the early 1970s

BELOW: The Ekofisk 
complex today 
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The Norwegian 
Petroleum Museum
To mark the 50-year anniversary of 
Norway’s first licensing round in 1965, 
in June, the Norwegian Petroleum 
Museum in Stavanger opened a new 
exhibition called “Samboer med oljå 
i 50 år” (“Living with Oil for 50 Years”). 
Through drawings by cartoonist Roar 
Hagen, the museum portrays many 
events and people in Norway’s oil 
history since the 1960s.

The Norwegian Petroleum Mu-
seum was opened in 1999, and its 
innovative architecture has made it 
a landmark in the port of Stavanger. 
The museum’s permanent exhibitions 
explain how oil and gas are created, 

discovered, produced and used. The 
museum also provides information 
about technological advances and 
how the industry has influenced 

Norwegian society. The museum 
is open daily, and Conoco Phillips 
employees have free access. For more 
information, visit oljemuseet.no. ■

Wave Glider 
PHOTO COURTESY OF LIQUID ROBOTICS

Wave Gliders start pilot project in Norwegian Barents Sea
Conoco Phillips Norway has begun 
deployment of six Wave Gliders in the 
eastern part of the Norwegian Barents 
Sea. The autonomous, self-propelled 
robotic craft are collecting ocean 
meteorological and natural resources 
data as part of a pilot project. 

The Wave Glider resembles a surf-
board, with dimensions of 1 meter by 

3 meters (3.3 feet by 9.8 feet) and uses 
ocean waves and solar energy for pro-
pulsion and navigation. Conoco Phillips 
has commissioned this program to eval-
uate data on the natural environment. 
If the pilot is successful, data collection 
may continue for the next three to five 
years and potentially include industry 
participation. 

“Each craft collects a wide range 
of information that is valuable for an 
offshore exploration and production 
environment,” said Roy Leadholm, 
manager, New Ventures Exploration. 
The company has conducted similar 
assignments in the Gulf of Mexico, the 
Chukchi Sea offshore Alaska and Baffin 
Bay offshore Greenland. ■
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PIER: Emergency website is 
at the heart of staying connected
BY DAREN BEAUDO 

They are the calls no one ever wants to get: an accident 
has occurred; hydrocarbons have been spilled; a rig is on 
fire; people have been hurt.

When an emergency situation devel-
ops, actions occur as part of a coordinat-
ed and professional crisis response. The 
safety and health of everyone impacted is 
the top priority. Another is building public 
trust through fast, accurate, complete 
and transparent information. Company 
communicators are called immediately 
into action to help support that goal and 
connect the company’s response actions 

with interested stakeholders. 
The initial response to stakeholders and 

the media sets the tone for the incident, 
making it imperative for Conoco Phillips 
to develop clear, consistent messages 
and share them in a timely fashion. Done 
correctly this maintains credibility with all 
audiences, including employees, contrac-
tors, shareholders, government officials, 
community leaders, those affected by the 
incident and the general public.

Several tools help communicators 

share information with multiple audi-
ences. One, targeted for this digital age, 
is a dynamic external Web presence that 
provides immediate and accurate infor-
mation, reducing a potential landslide of 
emails, telephone calls and one-on-one 
encounters. 

Conoco Phillips maintains five “dark” 
websites, for use during an emergency in-
cident, containing materials and content 

sought and often demanded by stake-
holders. As a transparent and responsible 
company, Conoco Phillips strives to deliver 
information immediately, refreshing the 
website frequently with new content as 
the response develops. 

“Our communications objective for 
any incident is to be the best and most 
reliable source for accurate and timely 
information,” said Crisis Response Sr. 
Advisor Bill Stephens. “We do that by 
publicizing the incident response Web 

address and driving interested parties to 
that site. Being prepared to handle large 
inquiry volumes demonstrates that we’re 
responsive and that we care.  Plus, if we 
do it well early on, the volume should 
drop as our website content anticipates 
and addresses common questions.”

The digital engine behind this ef-
fort is a powerful platform provided by 
Witt-O’Brien’s, an industry leader in crisis 
and emergency management. The PIER 
— Public Information for Emergency 
Response — system was created in 
the aftermath of a tragic 1999 pipeline 
explosion near Bellingham, Washington. 
Evaluating the public interest arising from 
the event, PIER founder Gerald Baron 
determined that an effective Web-based 
tool could serve not only information-
hungry reporters, but neighbors, regula-
tors and other officials.

The system combines a user-friendly 
website structure with a back office 
publishing suite that can be supported 
remotely by anyone with the proper 
training, skill set and a user ID. Com-
municators can easily create documents 
and post them to the Web. The site also 
allows for two-way written interaction 
with inquirers, creation of contact groups 
for audience-targeted communications 

and full documentation of all dialogue 
and content development. 

“The PIER site facilitates a coordinated 
response with communicators around 
the world in multiple time zones,” Ste-
phens said. “Conoco Phillips communica-
tors in Australia, Alaska and Canada are 
trained and tested on the system. It’s an 
around-the-clock tool that requires no 
special Web code-writing skills. Web con-
tent is created using an editing system 
similar to Microsoft Office.”

“Our communications objective 

for any incident is to be the best 

and most reliable source for 

accurate and timely information.”  

— BILL STEPHENS
Crisis Response Sr. Advisor Bill Stephens (center) discusses communication strategy with (from left) 
Emergency Response Coordinator Gino Zaza and IR&C Vice President Ellen DeSanctis  at a recent crisis drill.
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Website visitors submit questions 
to the company by filling out a series 
of registration fields. Once submitted, 
communicators can respond directly to 
inquiries from individual stakeholders 
and groups of stakeholders with similar 
interests. Communicators can even cre-
ate distribution lists to alert stakehold-
ers to information of unique interest. 
Contact information remains on file for 
additional outreach.

Many oil and gas companies use the 
platform, following the lead of the U.S. 
Coast Guard, one of PIER‘s first custom-
ers. Companies often work with the 
Coast Guard as part of a unified com-
mand response approach to incidents. 
Utilities and local government agencies 
also use the site.

Conoco Phillips Investor Relations and 

Communications (IR&C) owns seven 
sites and works with business units to 
train users. Regional sites exist for North 
America (Alaska, Canada and the Lower 
48), international (U.K. and Norway) and 
Asia Pacific (Indonesia and Malaysia). Polar 
Tankers and Australia have their own PIER 
sites. The company maintains one site as 
a newsroom for daily media relations and 
one as a library.

Besides covering site costs, IR&C coordi-
nates system training, conducted by Witt-
O’Brien’s professionals and supplemented 
by IR&C’s experienced team. 

“It’s a versatile, easy-to-use system, 
so we expect to make it available in 
more business units this year and next,” 
Stephens said.

IR&C also uses the system to publish 
online corporate news releases and 

maintains a U.S. Storm Center, located in 
the Conoco Phillips.com Newsroom.

Reporters looking to contact Conoco-
Phillips can find an inquiry link on 
Conoco Phillips.com. Clicking the link and 
completing the form immediately places 
the inquiry into the system to be handled 
by company media relations specialists. 

“To date, the corporate team and 
business unit communicators have filed 
almost 1,300 media inquiries,” Stephens 
said. “This gives us an accurate and useful 
log of reporter questions, company re-
sponses and important reporter contact 
information.” ■

Communicators use drills to practice updating 
the PIER website, pictured on the center 
screen, and managing inquiries through the 
system’s inquiry management system.

BELOW LEFT: Harris County, Texas emergency man-
agement officials use their own version of a PIER 
site to share information with stakeholders. 

BELOW RIGHT: Conoco Phillips corporate communi-
cators use PIER to manage daily media interest.
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Aviation mentorship program given 
lofty marks by students
BY DAVID AUSTIN

On a warm July day, students learning 
about ground support and fire safety at 
the Bartlesville Municipal Airport were led 
outside of a hangar and toward an aircraft 
rescue and firefighting (ARFF) vehicle.

Instructors unspooled a fire hose from 
the vehicle and the youngsters took 
supervised turns sending high-pressured 
sprays of water across a field and onto the 
sun-soaked grass. Smiles ensued.

The 13 students, who hail from 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, and surrounding 
areas, were part of a recently concluded 
Conoco Phillips Global Aviation Services 
(GAS) mentorship program. Now in its 
third year, the program offers high school- 
and junior high-aged students a compre-
hensive view of the aviation industry. This 
year’s program was comprised of eight 
classes throughout the month of July. The 
three-hour classes were led by members 
of the Bartlesville-based GAS team. Each 
class focused on a different facet of the 
business, ranging from a pilot’s duties 
to those of a flight attendant, and from 
airport operations to maintenance.

“It was a great experience to be able 
to pass on knowledge to a new gen-
eration,” said Jeff Fellows, who serves as 

the assistant chief pilot of the OK-TX Air 
Shuttle. “We had a very good group of 
students this year, and I really enjoyed 
working with them.”

This year’s program was coordinated 
by Fellows and Olive Zanakis, a flight at-
tendant for the shuttle. Zanakis, who led 
this year’s class on the duties of a flight at-
tendant, originally came up with the idea 
for the program. 

“Every year, we’ve tried to improve the 
program,” said Zanakis. “This year, we got 
our ground support guys involved, and 
they did a great job of teaching the stu-
dents about ARFF vehicles and how they 
can be utilized.”

The original idea for the mentorship pro-
gram was born of a bit of frustration. Each 
year, on the United Way’s Day of Caring, 
Conoco Phillips colleagues throughout the 

Bartlesville area set aside a few hours to 
volunteer their time to a local charitable or-
ganization. GAS team members have been 
generally unable to take time from their 
responsibilities at the airport to share in the 
community support. So they decided that 
they would play host to some good works 
of their own. It was in that spirit that the 
mentorship program originated.

The program, coordinated in part with 
the Boy Scouts of America, seems to be 
sparking career interests in some of the 
students.

“I initially wanted to be in the program 
because I thought it would be enlighten-
ing,” said Lucia Montiel, who is heading 
into her senior year at Bartlesville High 
School. “But as soon as we got started, I 
became interested in aviation as a pos-
sible career field. I think it would be a great 
working environment.”

The program began with a class 
focused on safety and team building. It 
set the tone for the subsequent classes 
and helped the students, aged 13 to 17, 
become more familiar with each other 
and form friendships. The well-rounded 
program featured one class on business 
etiquette and job interview skills, while 
another offered potentially life-saving 
training in the areas of CPR and AED usage.

“You could tell that a lot of time and ef-
fort was put into this program,” said Mack 
Savala, who is entering his junior year at 
Nowata High School. “It was an inspiring 
set of classes over the span of a month 
that brought teens together and offered 
us great insight about a very interesting 
industry. “I would definitely recommend 
this program.” ■

ABOVE: Held by the Global Aviation Services team in Bartlesville, Oklahoma, this year’s mentorship program 
included 13 local students. Pictured are (from left) Jeremiah Collins, Edward Reali, Mack Savala, Lucia 
Montiel and Caleb Atchison. 

ABOVE: Airport Operational Services Tech Tim Fisher 
shows students how to properly utilize a fire hose.

“As soon as we got started, 

I became interested in aviation 

as a possible career field. I think 

it would be a great working 

environment.” — LUCIA MONTIEL
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Young engineers make their mark on global stage
A team of seven Aberdeen-based gradu-
ate engineers have had a remarkable 
start to their careers, achieving overall 
first place in the 2014–15 Conoco Phillips 
Engineering Academy Business Unit 
Team Challenge.

Engineering Academy (EA) is a collab-
orative learning experience designed to 

enhance technical and professional skills, 
and is delivered to participants over a six-
month period as they remain on the job 
within their business units. The 2014–15 
EA included early-career engineers from 
Lower 48, Canada, Alaska, Indonesia, 
Norway and the U.K. 

EA participants complete virtual 
training, as well as group projects that 
highlight business unit-specific prac-
tices and technologies. They also work 
on a challenging research project that 
involves completing a customized, 
interactive asset development simulation 
for the full life cycle of an exploration and 
production project.

These tasks are designed to maximize 
integration between EA engineers and 
business unit subject-matter experts 
(SME), operations and other support 
personnel. 

The teams presented results from their 
projects during the concluding session 
in participants’ respective business units 
in April. This provided an opportunity 
for EA participants to meet and interact 

with SMEs, vice presidents and manag-
ers, while participating in team building 
problems, case studies and exercises.

EA emphasizes all five engineering 
disciplines — reservoir, drilling, comple-
tions, production and facilities, as well as 
geoscience, HSE, projects and finance.

Intensive training programs like 

Engineering Academy are an important 
element of Conoco Phillips’ Accelerate 
program, which provides a consistent 
framework across the company to boost 

the development of early career petro-
technical employees through challeng-
ing technical assignments, training, 
mentoring and career coaching. ■

AND THE WINNER IS …
Members of the Aberdeen-based 
winning team in the 2015 global 
Engineering Academy Business Unit 
Team Challenge: 

• Jeswin Mathew, electrical engineer, 
J-Area Operations

• Craig McCafferty, electrical 
engineer, Engineering & Asset 
Integrity

• Ryan McGill, production engineer, 
Offshore Operations & Maintenance

• Rachel Milne, process engineer, HSE 
Technical Safety

• Calum Morrison, instrument 
engineer, Engineering & Asset 
Integrity

• Leigh Thompson, process engineer, 
Engineering & Asset Integrity

• Shane Van Der Watt, well 
abandonment engineer, Well 
Operations

U.K. participants in the 2014–15 Engineering Academy

spirit Magazine team 
wins publication award
Editor Ray Scippa and the spirit 
Magazine team were recognized by 
the Houston Press Club with a second 
place award in the category of maga-
zine layout. The Lone Star Awards are 
presented annually for achievements 
throughout the state of Texas in the 
field of communications. The Conoco-
Phillips team of Scippa, Michelle 
Gunnett and Jan Hester received the 
award for the second quarter 2014 
issue, featuring the cover story on 
Houston Wilderness. ■
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Conoco Phillips 
recognized as best 
corporate citizen 
Conoco Phillips has been awarded the 
2014 Excellence Award for Best Corporate 
Citizen by Oil and Gas Investor magazine 
for its charitable investments program.

Selected by a panel of industry peers 
and Oil and Gas Investor staff, the an-
nual award honors a company whose 
contribution to the community achieved 
significant positive impact. 

“We appreciate this recognition,” said 
Ed Burke, manager, Brand & Community 
Relations. “It’s a tribute to the support we 
receive from our leadership and espe-
cially our employees who give generously 
of their time and personal involvement in 
the community.”  

After becoming an independent E&P 

company in 2012, Conoco Phillips evalu-
ated its charitable investments program 
to determine how it could better align 
with the company’s brand and business 
strategy. The outcome was a strength-
ened charitable investments approach 
focused on three giving pillars — two 
key signature programs focused on 

math education and water and biodi-
versity stewardship; local contributions; 
and employee giving programs to better 
impact communities.

As an Excellence Award recipient, the 
company was featured in the Oil and 
Gas Investor to share its charitable invest-
ments journey. ■

Conoco Phillips Canada wins coveted Emerald Award
On Thursday, June 4, environmental lead-
ers across Alberta gathered in Edmonton 
for the 24th Annual Emerald Awards. The 
event showcases winners in environmen-
tal excellence, including Conoco Phillips 
Canada’s (CPC) Environmental Quest 
and Destination Conservation Program, 
which won in the Public Education and 
Outreach category. 

“We’re so happy to see the Envi-
ronmental Quest and Destination 

Conservation Program win a 2015 
Emerald Award,” said Barb Simic, director, 
Community Investment. “This is an amaz-
ing program, and we’re so proud to be 
recognized with such an impressive and 
accomplished group of recipients.” 

CPC’s Environmental Quest sup-
ports 145 schools every year in Alberta, 
northeastern British Columbia and the 
Northwest Territories, by granting them 
$1,000 to implement environmental and 

energy-saving programs, and providing 
resources and workshops to educators 
on environmental issues. 

Since 2007, Environmental Quest has 
partnered with the Elements Society to 
fund the Destination Conservation Pro-
gram. This program helps schools to foster 
an eco-friendly culture by reducing their 
global footprint and establishing student-
led environmental projects and programs. 

Together, more than 750 projects have 
been completed and 100,000 students 
have been engaged since the programs 
launched.  

“The Emerald Awards recognize proj-
ects that are making a difference,” said 
Lloyd Visser, vice president, Environment 
& Sustainable Development. “We are very 
pleased that this community investment 
initiative has been acknowledged as an 
environmental leader.”  ■

2013/2014

Senator Buchanan School

LEFT:  Conoco Phillips Canada Community 
Investment Director Barb Simic and Sr. Advisor 
Cleo Mahrey Howe proudly display the Emerald 
Award. FAR LEFT: The Environmental Quest 
Booklet, available online, provides information 
about the different schools that have received the 
Conoco Phillips Environmental Quest grant.

Corporate Community 
Relations team 
members accept the 
Excellence Award 
on behalf of the 
company. From left: 
Ty Johnson, senior 
analyst, Community 
Relations; Ed Burke, 
manager, Brand & 
Community Relations; 
Leslie Haines, editor-
in-chief, Oil and Gas 
Investor; and Steve 
Toon, senior editor, Oil 
and Gas Investor. 
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Working at Conoco Phillips’ Alpine Central 
Facility, located in Alaska’s National 
Petroleum Reserve, presents a unique 
set of personal and professional chal-
lenges. The work requires long hours in a 
remote location, while the environment 
continually provides weather and survival 
challenges that test resilience and the 
ability to deal with stressful situations. 
Somehow, in the midst of these opportu-
nities, the inhabitants of Alpine must find 
ways to cope with these circumstances, 
stay healthy and alert, and return to their 
families with a positive outlook.

The core of Alpine’s success hinges 
upon its commitment to fostering a posi-
tive, small town environment. Due to this 
sense of community and organization, 
a core group of individuals constantly 
strives to bring people together to deal 
with the stresses of working and living in 
a challenging environment. In close quar-
ters, it is not always easy to stay healthy, 
remain positive and maintain respect for 
yourself and others.

Enter yoga and meditation. When Joel 
Albertson returned to Alpine in January 
2015, he immediately saw an opportunity 
to contribute to the health and wellness 
of the community by teaching both yoga 
and meditation, in open classes as well as 
one-on-one sessions.

Ironically, much of Albertson’s initial 
experiences with yoga began at Alpine 
more than a decade ago, so when the 
opportunity to share that experience and 

knowledge with others presented itself, 
his motivation hit epic levels.

“The positive responses were immedi-
ate, and classes are growing in atten-
dance and enthusiasm,” said Albertson. 
“The Alpine facility presents the added 
challenge of accommodating different 
work schedules, day to day and also 
week to week.” 

Class attendance remains reliable, with 
a minimum class size of five people and 
about 20 regular participants. Working 
a rotational schedule allows the team 
to create two-week-long programs and 

structure classes on a daily basis to meet 
individuals’ specific goals, which include 
spinal alignment, proper breathing, de-
veloping mindfulness and meditation.

While the benefits of yoga and 
meditation could fill volumes, the most 
prominent for Alpine have been struc-
tural alignment, self-awareness in regards 
to body movements and balance, and 
mental clarity. 

“Most participants have found that 
they are able to cope with work-related 
stresses more effectively. Some re-
port they don’t even have the stresses 

anymore,” Albertson said. 
Other positive side effects participants 

have noted include the ability to sleep 
soundly at night and wake up refreshed, 
a greatly increased energy level, im-
proved cognitive abilities and a higher 
sense of wellness.  

“As the teacher, witnessing these types 
of changes and experiences within your 
friends and community is both humbling 
and inspirational on many levels. By far 
the greatest memories and shared mo-
ments are witnessing and partaking in 
someone working through a personal 

challenge, overcoming that obstacle, 
and then moving into a new and healthy 
space with a positive attitude,” Albert-
son said. “Providing tools to people so 
they can enrich their lives and empower 
themselves is truly magical.” 

Even more humbling to Albertson are 
the stories from people who have taken 
yoga and meditation home with them, 
teaching others in their families and 
communities. Children, grandchildren, 
remote villages, small towns and Alpine 
personnel have reaped the benefits of 
the efforts invested in these practices. ■

Yoga and meditation promote 
wellness in the Arctic

Instructor Joel Albertson holds his hand in Gyan Mudra pose, a powerful hand position practiced for 
thousands of years by yogis that brings peace, calm, and spiritual progress.

“Most participants have found that 

they are able to cope with work-

related stresses more effectively. 

Some report they don’t even 

have the stresses anymore.”  

— JOEL ALBERTSON
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Fitness and fun: REFS and Asia Pacific 
take top spots in Energy in Action! 
For Stewart Caveney, starting small and 
making gradual changes to what he ate 
and how often he moved resulted in the 
enormous benefit of being more than 
100 pounds lighter.

Caveney, a competency assurance 
coordinator in Teesside, England, was 
motivated to join Conoco Phillips’ annual 
Energy in Action! event after seeing a 
picture of himself and realizing he could 
make better choices to improve the way 
he felt and looked. “In January, I was part 
of a team developing a training package 
for some safety equipment, and my col-
league took a photo of me in the safety 
gear. That photo inspired me to join the 
slimming world,” Caveney said.

Stewart was one of 3,700 employees 
and contractors, as well as their family 
and friends, who got moving for the 2015 
event promoting the benefits of regular 
exercise. Energy in Action! is the physical 
activity-focused component of Good for 
You!, Conoco Phillips’ global campaign to 
educate and encourage employees to 
improve their well-being through physi-
cal activity, good nutrition and taking 

care of their mental health.
Participants earned points by record-

ing physical activities on a website tool 
for eight weeks. Points were compiled by 
individual, by teams and by function or 
business unit. 

“The Good for You! campaign gave me 
the drive I needed to recover my personal 
fitness. I have lost 12 inches off my waist 
and I feel a whole lot fitter. The biggest 
bonus is the smile on my face at the start 
and end of the day that comes with the 
ride to and from work!” Caveney reported.

Participants in 11 countries throughout 
Conoco Phillips’ global operations took 
the event and ran with it. Energy in Action! 
proudly welcomed the 14-member Ac-
tivity Angola team to the competition for 
the first time. Robert Hirst, manager, HSE 

& SD in Angola, reported that the Good 
for You! campaign motivated him to im-
prove his health and well-being through 
spinning and cycling, and to lead efforts 
to form a local team. 

Alana Chancellor, business services 
officer in Brisbane, reported on Austra-
lia’s health and wellness day, Power the 
People to Power the Plant, dedicated to 
promoting Energy in Action! Chancellor 
notes that the premise behind this chal-
lenge was that, “if we power ourselves 
by taking care of our personal health and 
wellness, we will be able to ‘power the 
plant’ [Darwin LNG].” In Brisbane, individ-
uals signed up for 15-minute intervals on 
exercise bikes, and in Gladstone, they set 
up stretching sessions, games of football 
and lunchtime fitness.

Conoco Phillips’ Accelerate program for 
early-career petro-technical employees 
incorporated Energy in Action! as a way 
to promote empowerment, teamwork 
and fun. Thirteen teams around the 

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: Robert Hirst, HSE & SD 
manager and captain of the Activity Angola 
team, spins and cycles his way to improved 
health; Stewart Caveney shares the amazing 
before and after photos of his journey to physi-
cal fitness;  Russell Willox ran his first marathon 
in memory of his daughter Sophie and to 
raise money for charity; RIGHT: The Accelerate 
program had 13 teams in Energy in Action! 
Accelerate Alaska was represented by team AK 
Mass Reduction Team Initiative.
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world entered the friendly competition, 
with team Accelebration Time in Canada 
topping the list. Also in Canada, Morgan 
Craig-Broadwith, health services advisor 
in Calgary, reported that Canada Health 
Services “launched a pilot project at 
three sites to make Energy in Action! more 
accessible to field locations.”

Some employees used the opportu-
nity to get moving, not just for personal 
reasons, but to make a bigger difference 
by tying fitness to charitable activities. 
Russell Willox, SharePoint workflow 
analyst in Aberdeen, ran a marathon in 
memory of his daughter Sophie and to 
raise money for charity. Willox noted, 

“The Edinburgh Marathon was my first, 
having never completed anything more 
challenging than a 10k. My goal was 
to do something positive to celebrate 
Sophie’s sixth birthday, and to help raise 
money for a charity that has greatly ben-
efited my seven-year-old son Milo, who is 
autistic and non-verbal.” Russell complet-
ed the marathon in less than four hours 
and raised more than $22,000. 

Energy in Action! participants joined 
as individuals and/or part of a team. The 
teams had fun trying to stand out in a 
crowded field of 180 by coming up with 
unique, motivational team names. Health 
Services staff voted on their favorites and 

selected the winners:

1. Getting Rid of Booked Reserves (Qatar)

2. Getting Off our Fat BTUs (U.K.)

3. Die Lard! (Lower 48, HSE)

All employee fitness points were 
automatically compiled by business unit 
or function in the Wellness World Cup 
in two competitive divisions, with one 
trophy awarded to each: Division 1, for 
business units or functions with more 
than 200 employees; and Division 2, for 
business units or functions with 35 to 
200 employees. 

Congratulations to winners Real Estate 
& Facilities Services (REFS) and E&P Asia 
Pacific! REFS had a 59 percent heart-
healthy rate to take the top spot, fol-
lowed by E&P Norway and E&P Indonesia 
in Division 1. E&P Asia Pacific achieved a 
heart-healthy participation rate of 76 per-
cent, followed by E&P Qatar and Projects, 
Supply Chain & Aviation in Division 2.  

In total, 57 percent of participating em-
ployees earned 16,000 points, achieving 
the heart-healthy level.  Reaching heart 
healthy equates to:

• Walking 40 minutes a day,  
5 times a week

• Jogging 35 minutes a day,  
3 times a week

Many employees also lost weight 
through changes in diet during the 
health challenge. Dr. Paul Hodgins, chief 
medical officer, noted that “small, steady 
changes in your diet and activity can 
have big benefits at work and at home. 
Check the Good for You! campaign site 
to read employee success stories and for 
resources to improve health and safety.

 “The Good for You! campaign is a part 
of our commitment to foster a company-
wide culture of physical and mental 
well-being, both crucial components 
of keeping people safe. Physical and 
mental health helps reduce fatigue and 
stress and improves focus. When you 
have more energy and are rested, you’ll 
make better, safer decisions, like follow-
ing the Life Saving Rules and performing 
a READY check for proper Rest, sufficient 
Energy, the ability to maintain Attention 
and Drinking enough water prior to start-
ing any job.” ■

LEFT: APLNG 
team members 
in Brisbane, 
Australia, take 
a brief moment 
to focus on 
fitness.

RIGHT: Team 
Die Lard from 
the Houston 
Lower 48 Land 
Exploration 
group. Krystal 
Irwin, team 
captain, notes 
that “Energy in 
Action! is one 
of our favorite 
challenges — we 
look forward to 
it every year!”

Team members in on an early morning 
fitness session in Batak, Indonesia
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GUS MORGAN (Instrumented Wells, Page 20) is a communications 
advisor who favors words and pictures over Excel spreadsheets. 
Offer him dark chocolate or Starbucks coffee to become his friend. 
Manatees and sloths fascinate him. Skateboards decorate his 
garage. Prefers pastures to freeways. His L5 disc has seen better days. 
Thrives on common sense. Knows less is more.

PATRICK CURREY (The Big Picture, Page 4; Marland, Page 34; Polar 
Tankers, Page 40) has been contributing words and pictures to spirit 
Magazine since its inception in 2007. Currey studied commercial 
photography at Colorado Mt. College in the beautiful Roaring 
Fork Valley near Aspen, Colorado.  “I consider it a high privilege to 
showcase the hardworking women and men of Conoco Phillips,” he 
said, “It’s been the best assignment of my life.”

CHRISTINA KUHL (James Viray: Inspired by history 
to make a difference in the future, Page 50) is the communications 
advisor for the Projects and Supply Chain organizations. Prior to 
joining Conoco Phillips in January 2014, she held a number of 
communications roles with Exxon Mobil Corporation. In her free 
time, Christina enjoys befriending adorable animals (as pictured 
during a trip to Australia) as well as teaching others about them in 
her volunteer role at the Houston Zoo. She holds bachelor’s and 
master’s degrees in public relations as well as an MBA.

TORE FALCK (Øystein Lid: A leader prepared by experience, Page 
52) is a communications advisor in Conoco Phillips Norway where 
he supports the business unit on both internal and external 
communications. He is a writer and contributor to the Norway 
employee magazine PIONEER, where his passion for photography 
helps fulfill the business unit’s need for visual communication 
products. Crisis communication and emergency preparedness are 
also vital parts of his duties. Tore, who joined the company in 1995, 
holds a master’s degree in public administration and a degree in 
journalism.

DAREN BEAUDO (Pier emergency website, Page 60) is the IR&C 
director of communications. His Houston-based team provides 
internal and external communications support for functions and 
business units, as well as owning corporate and executive media 
relations responsibilities. He has been a lead crisis communicator 
in several high-profile downstream and upstream incidents over 
his 25-year career while working for Amoco and BP, including 
the 2006 shutdown of Prudhoe Bay and the 2010 Deepwater 
Horizon disaster.

ROSE MALTBY (Energy in Action, Page 66) joined Conoco Phillips 
in August 2014 as a Human Resources internal communications 
advisor. She started her oil and gas industry career in 2001 with 
a global drilling company. After nine years, she departed to 
complete her MBA. In 2011, Rose joined a French multinational 
supplier of industrial gases as an internal communicator. In 
2012, she moved to a Moscow-based international oil major as 
deepwater business unit public relations manager, conducting 
stakeholder relations in Ghana, Sierra Leone and Côte d’Ivoire. At 
Conoco Phillips, Rose implements communications programs for Health Services 
and Talent Management & Learning, with additional support for Compensation & 
Benefits, and is also part of the HR Communications Action Committee.
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On projects around the world, contract 
employees are adopting the ConocoPhillips Life 
Saving Rules as the way we work. The rules are 
designed to reduce risk during critical activities. 
They provide an extra measure of protection and 
underscore the priority ConocoPhillips places on 
safety in our global operations. 

It’s not just what we do. It’s how we do it.

15-1249

“A recent visit to construction sites in Alaska 
showed us that our employees are helping contractors fully 
embrace the Life Saving Rules. It’s apparent in their communication, 
planning and compliance veri�cation. As a result, projects are 
completed safely and our safety culture is spreading.”

— John Devins, Global Projects Management Chief
Left to right: Vikrant Joshi, 
Greg Luegering, Gaurang Haldipur 
and John Devins

LET’S TALK SAFETY: 
8 rules to live by!



What U.S. Consumers Are Paying for 
at the Gasoline Pump

51% 20% 5%23%

Source: EIA estimate based on average 
February 2015 price of $2.22 per gallon

International Price of Crude Oil
Re�ning Costs
Taxes
Transport & Retail Costs

What Goes Into
Gasoline Prices? 


